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Trinity Students
Arrested at Yale
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Jones Inaugurated as
College's 21 st President
i

Accused Faced Court Date, Frat Expulsion

•

i

DAVID PIETROCOLA
NEWS WRITER
Four Trinity college students
allegedly broke into Morse
College at Yale University in
New Haven on Oct. 3 and used a
fire extinguisher to vandalize students' rooms and the college's
library. The four were all charged
with criminal trespassing, while
Brannan Knott '07 was additionally charged with reckless endangerment, breach of peace, and
criminal mischief.
Knott, who allegedly wielded
the two fire extinguishers,and his
accomplices, are "associate members" of Alpha Delta Phi, according to Lee Gerkin '06, the fraternity's Vice President and Public
Relations Liaison, which he
explained is how ^trley~ refer to
what other Greek organizations
call pledges. The fraternity previously caused a stir two years ago
when an associate member was
accidentally burnt while blindfolded.
AD issued a statement apologizing to members of the Trinity
community for "embarrassing
them and bringing shame upon
them. The recent activities of a
few AD members at Yale
University do not uphold the standards and morals of The Alpha
Delta Phi," the statement said.
AD has "dealt with the situation internally and also with the
school; those involved have been

t

punished accordingly and one
member has been asked to leave
our organization," continued the
fraternity's statement.
Reaction from Trinity students and administrators is one of
embarrassment and disappointment.
"When a headline appears
like this one ["Trinity students
arrested in Morse" Yale Daily
News, Oct. 6] it's an embarrassment for the college," said
Frederick Alford, Dean of
Students.
"I think it's awful that someone from our school would go to
another school and do something
so disrespectful," said Kristin
Faucette '05. "There is no justification for that and it speaks poorly for our school."
"Students that choose to conduct themselves in this way
should have no right to call themselves students of this or any
other college," added Jordan •
Fisher '08, a Student Government
Association Senator. "It definitely
gives us negative attention and
may come to generalize values of
the students that are not true."
Tracy Wright '08 conceded,
"It was immature and uncalled for
... and violates the Integrity
Contract"
Messages left for Morse
College Master Frank Keil
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Chuck Pratt

President jimmy Jones, jr. was inaugurated Sunday, Oct 17 as Trinit/s 21st president.
The audience included students, faculty, trustees, staff, parents and family members, and
representatives from dozens of colleges and universities. Jones' address was entitled, "Of
Schools On Hills Aegean, Irish, and Otherwise."
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As an homage to TBWE, next Trinity Days, which makes
year's favorite for the Supporting Columbus Day Weekend just long
Actress in a Miniseries or Made- enough for us to forget that we're
Those of you worth knowing for-TV-Movie Emmy, I am bring- in college. While these extra days
have seen VHl's most recent dis- ing to you Oct. 11 — 18, Trinity's off are intended as a "study periplay of genius television program- Best Week Ever. It's got it all: od" to prepare for midterm
ming, "The Best Week Ever." This days on which sleeping until noon exams, the switch from a full
is, without a doubt, the Best Show doesn't mean missing your first Reading Week to a magnanimous
Ever. It is a harrowing depiction two classes, expensive, parent- four-day weekend didn't do much
of societal values. It makes "ER" purchased dinners, the inaugura- to prevent students from cutting
look like the video on Lyme tion of the Best Trinity President and running. If anything, it
Disease that I made for my fifth Ever, stunningly astute remarks caused an excessive amount of
see STUDENTS on page 8
from The Most Intelligent absences sandwiching Trinity
grade science class.
American President Ever, and, of Days.
course, baseball.
For example: the 8 a.m.
Let's just take this week Friday flight to Zurich is the onlychronologically, since there's no feasible option if one is to get a
classes, but over the summer in way to rank the events that have, good three days of skiing in the
London I saw it five or six times by some alignment of the cosmos, Alps, and Johann will only make
and that really inspired me to do converged to make this The Best
see THIS on page 14
Week Ever. The week began with
my own version.
TT: Hamlet has to be one of
the most performed plays in the
INSIDE
world; when you watched these
other versions, what did you think
Check out a review of
you could bring to Hamlet that
Team America: World
these other performances might
have been lacking?
Police, the latest conSF: I think there is a youth to
troversial movie from
J« ;,•••. Hamlet that often gets lost in the
the creators o/South
older more experienced compaPark on page 15.
nies that perform it. Hamlet is a
bit of a paradox in that the actors
Abi Moldover
that perform it must be at the top
Read about Andy Roddick's visit Turn to page 11 to fmd out if
Ophelia takes a lesson from her father Polonius.
of their craft to really do it well,
to Trinity's tennis courts for a you're the object of James Steven'
but the energy that a young cast
Facebook affection.
Reebok
photo shoot on page 6.
BAILEY TRIGGS
find out more about the ideas she can bring to the show is much
SENIOR EDITOR
was working with in creating this more interesting for me as a specLearn why Catholic Bishops' calls Want to know which are the Gve
tator
and
as
a
director.
to vote against pro-choice candi- best superhero films ever made?
performance.
Theater and Dance major
Find out in Arts on page 16.
dates are unfair on page 3.
TT: Your performance of
TRINITY TRIPOD: How did
Shannon Fillion presented her
you decide you wanted to do Hamlet was only an hour long.
version of Shakespeare's classic
page 15
page 2
Arts
Why did you decide to cut it and Opinions
Hamlet for your thesis?
play, Hamlet, as part of her final
page 19
page 6
Announcements
News
FILLION: I knew I wanted how did you decide what to keep
senior thesis project Oct. 7-9. I
page 11
page 24
Sports
Features
to do Shakespeare and I had studhad the opportunity to speak with
www.trinitytripod.com
ied it last semester in two of my
see HAMLET on page 18
Fillion about her thesis project to
JENNY DUNN
FEATURES EDITOR

Hamlet Focus of Senior Thesis
V
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Undecideds Don't
Hold the Answers
COLIN RAELSON
OPINIONS WRITER
Since the beginning of this
election season my channel of
choice, CNN, and other media
centers have been on the hunt for
the ever-elusive undecided voter.
They wine and dine these folks
and convince them to appear on
their shows to give their opinions
as to who won this debate or what
they think about that statement.

decision on who you will support
come November. But the debates
have come and gone and there are
still those who are undecided.
Why?! These people are not
dumb. They understand the
issues, know where they stand,
and know what they want to hear.
So are they not listening? Do television, radio and newspaper fail
to reach their vicinity? I have a
hard time understanding how they

... there are still those who stubbornly
remain unconvinced, waiting for something.
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Keeping Proportion
The Trinity community is an interesting group. We include undergraduates, graduate
students, faculty and staff in that group. Within undergraduates there are divisions as well.
There are "traditional" undergrads and Individualized Degree Plan students. IDP students are
typically adults who have returned to, or begun, college much later than the "traditional" college student. These individuals add a great deal to Trinity. They approach their work from a
different place than many other undergrads and therefore add depth to their fellow students'
experience.
IDP students have been named valedictorian of classes and Presidential Fellows in
past years. This year, at least three of the Presidential Fellows are IDP students. This has not
sat well with many students at Trinity. Some students feel that it does not accurately represent Trinity's seniors to have that many IDP students as Presidential Fellows.
Presidential Fellows, at least in the past, have met with the College President and discussed issues that affect Trinity students. IDP students surely ought to be represented in that
group. They are Trinity students and they are affected by College policies and administrative
decisions just as "traditional" undergrads.
However, for a disproportionate number,of IDP students to be put into this group is unfair to
the larger Trinity community.
IDP students approach Trinity in a different way than other students. Their point of
view and issues ought to be addressed. Just as SGA has IDP Senators, there could be an IDP
Presidential Fellow.
This would adequately and proportionally represent the IDP students and "traditional" undergraduates. This would also allow IDP students to be contrasted to those in a similar
situation. They can address the issues of the IDP students, but not necessarily those of the larger senior class.
. - . - ' "
Many IDP students are part-time students, holding down full-time jobs. Thus, many
of them did not matriculate with the current senior class and have not taken the full course
load that the seniors have. This is not to disparage either IDP students or the other undergraduates. These two groups ought not be compared.
IDP students at Trinity deserve nothing but respect from their fellow undergraduates.
Returning to college or having to attend in a non-traditional manner are not easy tasks.
However, beginning college at the age of 18 and dealing with your first responsibility as an
adult is also not easy. Neither of these should be thought harder than the other. In order to
judge these two groups fairly, they ought to be judged separately.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripodf office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our Web site at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860) 297-2584

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for_clarity and/or brevity.
tetters may be submitted via:
Campus MaH Box 702582
E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoU.edu

My questions are how are these
people still undecided and,
beyond that, why are their opinions considered so objectively
important?
There have been three debates
and more than six months of campaign ads. Yet there are still those
who stubbornly remain unconvinced, waiting for something.
What are they waiting for? We've
heard where these two men stand
on practically any issue you can

remain in this purgatory of undecided-ness.
To me it is clear how someone
could support one candidate or
the other. Maybe you feel safer
under President George Bush and
feel he is doing the right thing.
You believe he is a moral man, a
strong leader, someone you can
trust to lead us in the war on terror. Or maybe John Kerry is more
to your liking. You want someone
willing to look at things with a

imagine from terrorism, to healthcare, to what their favorite baseball team is. We know these two
men, or at least as much about
them as you could learn about a
candidate for president in an election year.

more objective eye, a military
man with the experience of a long
career in the Senate and someone
you believe could turn around the
economy and bring more success
to the war on terror. Both candidates present strong and very different points of view as to what
they would do if they were cho-

It was one thing when we
were anticipating the debates.
Then there was at least a plausible
reason for reserving your final

see INFORMATION on page 4

PT is still trying to re-adjust from the long weekend, but it hasn't
exactly been life as usual with boys dressed as girls stumbling
down Vernon Street in heels and livestock roaming around sporting events. PT just hopes that being stuck between
Massachusetts and New York doesn't cause Connecticut to
explode.
• ' _ %.
A capella groups perform
for parents.

The Accidentals embarrass
A * everyone by singing
"Enormous Penis."

Chickens at die football
game

The sudden disappearance of
the chickens in the hands of
frat boys was sketchy.

Gender Bender at Cleo

Some of the boys were prettier than the girls.

Family Weekend

PT's parents didn't come,
but at least other parents
T T always take the orphans out
to dinner.

The never-ending Red Sox
Yankees series

. . PT is losing sleep with all
* * the extra innings.
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Bishops Say No to Kerry Vandalism at Yale
MAGGIE DOWNING
OPINIONS EDITOR
Last April- a Vatican cardinal
publicly stated that Senator John
Kerry, the Democratic candidate
for president, should be denied
the sacrament of the Holy

happened to the supposed separation of church and state that this
country was founded on? I know
that that separation exists more
for the purposes of government
than for the church, but does that
make it fair for these bishops to

Whatever happened to the supposed
separation of church and state that this
country was founded on?
Eucharist because of his political
stance on abortion. As a practicing Catholic who is also a
Democrat and pro-choice, I was
appalled by this sentiment. For
those of you who have never
attended Mass at a Catholic
Church I assure you that there is
no way for a priest or eucharistic
minister to know the political
leanings of the average parishioner. In fact, a Jew, Protestant,
Muslim, Buddhist or atheist could
quite easily attend^ Mass and
receive communion, and although
the church would not approve,
there is nothing they could do to
stop them.
Archbishop John Myers of
Newark, N.J,, made- a statement
that it would be a sin for a

speak out in this way?
Of course these Bishops have
the same rights of free speech that
are granted to all citizens, but
this, to me, is an abuse of power.
It is a scary thing to be told that
casting a vote for a particular candidate is a sin, a moral evil.
This situation is particularly
troubling because Kerry is a prac-

John Kerry has never said that he
endorses the practice of abortion ...
ticing Catholic. If he can come to
terms with the opposing views of
bis religion and his politics, why
can't these right-wing bishops do
the same?
The Web site of the group

It is a scary thing to be told that casting
a vote for a particular candidate is a sin, a
moral evil.
Catholic to vote for Kerry
because of his stance on abortion
and stem-cell research. Whatever

features an article by Archbishop
Myers claiming that, "Certainly
policies on welfare, national
security, the war in Iraq, Social
Security or taxes, taken singly or
in any combination, do not provide a proportionate reason to
vote for a pro-abortion candidate."
John Kerry has never said that
he endorses the practice of abortion; what he supports is the right
for a woman to choose what to do
with her body and the fact that
this is a personal decision. He
understands the rhetoric used by
Bill Clinton during bis campaign,
that abortion should be "safe,
legal and rare." Kerry is able to
differentiate between a personal
moral belief and political legislation.
Is this the place for powerful

"Catholic Citizenship," a Bostonbased group devoted to "voting
Catholic first and Party second,"

men in the Catholic Church to
intervene? Shouldn't they be
ecstatic to have a Catholic running for president who actually
has a chance at winning? That
hasn't happened since John

Kennedy in 1960. In fact Kerry
invoked the spirit and words of
JFK in his third debate with
President Bush, saying, "And as
President Kennedy said when he
ran for president, he said, 'I'm not
running to be a Catholic presid e CATHOLIC on page 4

Demands Action
SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
ONLINE EDITOR
I would like to share a quote
that my friend found in the Yale
newspaper last week after four
Trinity students broke into Yale's
Morse College on Oct. 2, pulled
fire alarms and sprayed fire extinguishers in the College's library
and one of the dormitories. When
asked what they were doing down
in New Haven it was reported,

Regardless of whether AD as
a fraternity was involved or not,
what's important is that AD has
the type of reputation that would
lead a large group of people to
believe that they'd do something
like this.
When the reputation of a
Greek organization spills over
onto that of the college as a
whole, then we have a problem.
What is the college supposed to

There was something disconcerting
about the fact that... these idiots were representing Trinity College.
"Knott and the other three suspects said they were visiting
friends, but they could not tell
police who the friends were."
Although I laughed at the stupidity of the excuse, I also felt
somewhat uneasy. There was
something disconcerting about
the fact that, to a large number of
people, these idiots were representing Trinity College.
That's pretty swell. I wonder

do to combat this? There is only
one answer that I see: a hard line.
There has* been no College
statement about this; I have not
heard of anything being done.
Not only do the students involved
need to be suspended, the
President or Dean of Students
needs to make an apology to Yale,
its students, the students here at

North

Trinity and to other Greek organizations on campus that will indubitably have their reputations tar-

Campus over the past years has
all been practice for this culminating event.
Out of curiosity, malignity or

nished by this unfortunate exercise of stupidity.
The school can go even further. If, in fact, AD has some-

If

the

destruction

in

ieny Needs to Clarify Stance
Kerry's Remarks on Foreign Policy Leave Questions Unresolved
TIM COUGHLIN
OPINIONS WRITER
The recent presidential
debates served as a valuable tool
for comparing our two presiden-

rorists. His "you will lose, and we
will win," catchphrase was in full
force. What I was looking for was
the 'how,' the real meat of his
arguments.

John Kerry has portrayed himself as the
better man for the job .. .
tial candidates in a head-to-head
context, which is quite rare
indeed. Different people took different things from the debates:
some saw glimpses of a more
assertive and articulate John
Kerry, while others saw a collected and focused George Bush who
relates to 'real' Americans.
Personally, I found the content to be disappointing, primarily
from Kerry's standpoint. Yes,
Kerry did present himself as a
more personable and engaged
candidate, which undoubtedly has
contributed to the race being
polled as a near tie right now. He
made it clear that he would not
just track down but "kill" the ter-

John Kerry has portrayed
himself as the better man for the
job, making references to his
prior military service, with less
frequent mentions of his experience in the Senate subcommittee

of conversations. The question, of
course, was how."
Out of this interview came a
line that the Bush/Cheney campaign has begun to use as an
example of Kerry's pacifist foreign policy stance. Kerry was
quoted as saying, "We have to get
back to the place we were, where
terrorists are not the focus of our
lives, but they're a nuisance." For
conservatives, it was instant evidence that American security was
not on Kerry's list of priorities.
While I do not think that
Bush's argument is entirely valid,

I do see the danger in Kerry projecting
terrorism as a potential "nuisance"...
on Terrorism, Narcotics and
International Operations. New
York Times Magazine writer Matt
Bai phrased it better than I ever
could. In his interviews with
Kerry, "he told me he would wage
a more 'effective' war on terror
no less than 18 times ia two hours

I do see the danger in Kerry projecting terrorism as a potential
"nuisance" without also providing a carefully articulated agenda.
Whether or not you agree with the
current "War on Terror" is of no
see SENATOR on page 5

what have you, I want to know -thing to do with this, if it was a
who the unnamed three students part of the pledging process, then
were aside from Brennan Knott, the fraternity should be suspendwho was arrested for reckless ed or disbanded. Two major
endangerment, breach of peace infractions in three years seems
like a pretty decent reason to me.
and criminal mischief.
Every answer that I've Breaking into Morse College is
received somehow makes refer- completely unnecessary and reckence to the Alpha Delta Phi less. There is no rationale, anypledge class. As a matter of prac- where, that something like that
tice, I don't associate myself with should be part of the pledging
AD, don't party at AD and don't process for any fraternity. Shared
know anybody personally in AD. criminal activity does not bring
Given that, I'm not sure that it's people together in a brotherhood.
Fraternities and sororities can
right of me to accuse. But, I also
know that AD was suspended the be important and beneficial parts '
year before I got here for another of campus life and they have been
pledging mishap in which one of in the past. The entire system
the pledges ended up with severe must be refocused; if the headburns. For me that makes every- lines of this year are any indicabody's word that much more tion, things on Vernon Street have
gone unchecked for too long.
plausible.
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Flu Shot Shortage inU.S. Catholic Leaders Push
Shows Failed Planning
Abortion Issue Unfairly
DAN SCOLLAN
OPINIONS

EDITOR

I won't be taking a flu shot this year. As
it turns out, the U.S. will only be receiving
half the expected number of influenza vaccines. Suddenly, America finds itself in the

ute the flu vaccine, we will not be able to
do the same for a more deadly pathogen.
The shortage can be traced to the
California pharmaceutical company Chiron
Corporation. Weeks after our own Food
and Drug Administration found a plant the

Last year's outbreak claimed about 36,000 lives and
resulted in the hospitalization of another 115,000.
middle of the most severe flu vaccine
shortage in recent history. More alarming,
however, are the growing signs that our
country is woefully unable to distribute the
limited supplies to those who most need
them.
Over Trinity Days, in one nearby
Connecticut town, a crowd of approximately 600 people descended on a local Shaw's
Supermarket where only 320 vaccines were
available. Those in line included people in
wheelchairs and with oxygen tanks. The
line was not contained, numbers were not
passed out and people were not questioned
for "high risk" status, which would give
them preference in line, until they reached
the front. As a result, people were in line
for nearly the entire day. Similar cases are

company owns in Liverpool, England to be
safe for production this year, British
authorities found severe bacterial contamination and shut down the same plan. On
Oct. 5 they blocked distribution of the
company's vaccine. 46 to 48 million vaccines were planned to be shipped from the
plant to the U.S.
There are two main roots of this crisis:
a tightening supply and a weak distribution
system. So far, the administration has
focused on expanding the supply of vaccines, especially for agents seen as bio-terror threats. While a noble effort, production
shortages in the flu vaccine industry were
not dealt with properly. The U.S. relies on
only two major supplies of the vaccine.
While one might expect Britain to be hav-

... a crowd of approximately 600 people descended
on a local Shaw's Supermarket where only 320 vaccines
were available.
. .
appearing all over the country. In ing a similar crisis since a plant in their
Wyoming, for instance, cases of outrageous own country was shut down, they're not.
price gouging have been reported.
Britain was smart enough to hire five supThe panic surrounding the shortage is pliers.
hardly unfounded. Last year's outbreak,
The distribution mess that can be seen
claimed about 36,000 lives and resulted in all over the country is a failure of the prithe hospitalization of another 115,000. The vate market. Most vaccines are purchased
disaster becomes more worrisome if the in private transactions, and are not reported
consequences for bio-terror attacks are
considered. If we can not properly distribsee LACK on page S

With All the Information,
Some Voters Can't Decide
continued from page 2

sen as the leader of our nation for the next
four years.
As you read this, you are probably
smiling at the description of your candidate
of choice, and grimacing about the other.
The chance that you truly cannot distinguish between these two men is probably
quite slim. So what do these "undecided"
voters gain from being undecided? Well, if
you've been watching the news, there is
always an undecided voter from somewhere telling the anchor what they believe
about some issue or other. But I believe it is

Possibly, but most likely not. They are
there because they cannot make up their
minds. Is this who we really want to listen
to? People who cannot make up their
minds?
Another obvious problem is the
media's obsession with these undecided
voters. If I have to listen to Wolf Blitzer
interview another uninformed person just
because they are undecided, I feel my television might have an unfortunate accident
with a window. They treat these people like
they are Holy Grails of truth. They are no
more correct than someone who supports

Bishops Turn Campaign into Moral Battleground
continued from page 3

dent. I'm running to be a president who
happens to be Catholic.'"
Why have these bishops chosen to
focus on one or two issues when there are
many other important issues at stake in this

the taking of a life in an abortion and the
taking of a rife through capital punishment.
But it cannot be denied that capital punishment is the taking of a life. Yet these bishops have made no mention of this fact. We
are at war and innocent lives are lost every

I find it troubling that they would ignore Kerry's
stance on other issues in order to chastise him on this
one matter.
election? I find it troubling that they would
ignore Kerry's stance on other issues in
order to chastise him on this one matter.
The Catholic Church was not built around
abortion. "Catholic" means universal, it
does not mean excluding a person because
of one opinion they have on one matter.
When Bush was governor of Texas he
allowed 152 executions. Now I understand
the difference between what is argued'to be

day because Bush claims that "Freedom is
on the march." Whatever that means.
There is enough negativity surrounding
this campaign already, Catholic bishops
should be encouraging parishioners to vote
their conscience, or simply to vote at all!
There has been enough focus on the moral
issues of the campaign without right-wing
Catholic bishops abusing their power for
political purposes.

Along me JUcmg VValk...
twte

"Trie Inauguration and. tke parents' conferences.
•— G r e g (jravelis 08

I t was cool to see everyone out enjoying1 the
weather ana sporting events.
— jVieghan Evans oo

"I went to tke lunch on the Jarvis Quad; there
was great food.
— Rachel Hartman o5

"Going out on Friday night lor dinner with.all
my roommates and our parents.
—
. Kate JVLcNerney '07

Class day for crew was pretty awesome.
— Jason Gordon 08

But it is the "undecideds" we look to for an "objective" view on the candidate. Are they any more qualified
than most other people?
deeper then that. When a poll asks who
won a certain debate, who does everyone
pay attention to? We all know Democrats
will strongly claim Kerry won, and
Republicans will proclaim Bush the victor,
or at least speak of how he has done
extremely well for someone without a history in debate. But it is the "undecideds"
we look to for an "objective" view on the
candidate. Are they any more qualified
than most other people? No. Do they have
a history in anything at all relevant?

Bush or Kerry, just more confused.
I would like to close with a request to
all those undecideds out there to please just
make a decision. This is not a question of
what kind of car you will buy, or where to
eat dinner tonight. We have all the information necessary. If you are really truly
informing yourself, you should know
where you stand. You have three weeks.
What information you will get in these last
few weeks I do not know. I wish you the
best of luck.

The party over at Cleo was really cool."
— Kate Berkenoush 06

Oeeing my parents.

Beth Harris o5
Compiled by Luvean Myers
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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Lack of Vaccine a
Sign of BigProblem

archived article from Oct. 14,1980.

An Orphan on
9
Parents Weekend

KATE MEYFBS
OPINIONS WRITLH
Anoihcr Parents' Veekenii
curac diui gent1 and IV. Louis
MI5>JI^ has yet tn viMi hU only
daughter. On tins weekend. I am
fated to bo a surrogate (.li'ld.
'i he Pipes sing. lhe bantams
tacklis, the i.iins lull, and I
ir.cvi'ably heccme the- pseudochild of someone else.
ft is b.id enough thai one
'bJ.s Dbligaied (o gei dressed up

[ cannot blame my father lor
passmc up those visiting da\s at
camp. Did I say eanip? Soiry, T

jiii" une'-: jwrmils. (.my mother
li«.s he.cn knowu to <.T>. flutter,
liypeiventilafe. at (lie sight o' rm
Converse -MI-SUIT,! bin lo deck
il m dapper duds for

meant coHciji-. Anjwaj. 1 Iliink
too much of the guy 10 associate
him wiih fhe phoniness that COL-!
on amon» these i\j-tov^icd edifices. He doesn't <iiiokc. he does-

;H anoint,1 psea: 01 food 01 sa>
"nice to iiK-ci vim" tor a while
The arrival or' Sunday morning is
welcomed along with two AikaSeltzer ami flic Sew York limes

some.mo Rise's rents seems a
buiLti l;is-k. 1-orceJ sinilus. civk(ajl parlies, and "what ;.ie \>>u
doint: when \ou giuw up?" are
ihe usuiii f.ue. Long waits in
i-iowik'iJ restaurants, ton much

n't drink, and he's not wliat I
would call this \eibai tvpe. And
besides all oi the above, he dre^s
es loo much on the cool side to be
hanging out in Mather

.v'l.'iji. to.' IIHJCJ] Jiinkiiii:. .uni

J iMHt ai'inil. though, th.it the
major contention L'i\'n«i Dot
absonlco statu.s from this foit\eij.»iil htnii Tiolic has mcstly lo iio
•.vi'.h ihe i.clior thai bej-'un ai one
o'clock en Su.'id:)} in TJnec
Rivers SUidium when tlic Sk"clci>

•

Liicivi.iL 1

•-••oli sn>all U i k
1

'•>•• .'•: 'VinJ aiiti Mjin .

i!.. hcei.'l pmbali inacliim:
•u my mine! ro-jkii-is "iili." 1
close my door lo <J<J ociskii.world, vowing iid lo sri'le. look

laced the Cineritiati LSenguls . .
mosti\ to do wish the hojisli
smilt; i'ui peifoinis j coup ovei
his face ,n he. walks :u<uind the
seeoiid floDi huiidliii£ himself
up for the afternoon's activity ...
ninitly id do wiih the excitement
tht.t cirt'iilalos as he wi1;ic:->sc>

...to deck yourself in dapper duds for
someone elses rents seems a brutal task.

The Pipes sing, the Bantams tackle, the
rains fall, and I inevitabh become the
pseudo-child of someone else.

s

continued from page 4

:!u dr.ima peiionned bv the nifii
in black ana gold.
So I foigiive my ialher ioi
nol showing up. not because [
wouldn't like, tci see hia\. hut
because lie belongs then; in the
stadium and not here al eoJIe.»,c.
Red! truu ismiJes aie much benct
than forced ones, auci 1 know
lhal ihere will he long slrelclws
at tiiai iiioih.ill gainc wruai the
aetii-ii will hnnc him to his feet.
It miL'ht be. a ShuH miurccplioii.
a. J/imhcil lackic. oi a Swann
niceplion that .sparks tins leaetliXl.

Bui whatever the p \ v . i can
picture him MaiidmtyJieiv, in tl.e
hist row ni'ihe se^iMid he.i on the
loit\-jard Inn1 \M!b hi- h\><
j-.nnneu' in 1lu iipiiur,. And I"\e
never encountered .s siinle liUlhal iu ..'1! my oiphau d.ijs oil
s' Weekend.

Senator Has Insight, Not Plan
continued from page 2

consequence; we're in it anyway.
So far Kerry has told me how he
will deal with Iraq, Afghanistan
and North Korea, but what about
everyone else? Terrorism transcends state boundaries, and a
firm, planned out process should
be presented by the Democratic
challenger.
Kerry's silence on some of the
finer points of his policy has left
the door open for some of Ms sup-

rorism will accomplish. Instead
of offering a different take on the
situation, Kerry chose to comment on how he could do a better
job then the current administration.
There have been instances in
which Kerry has put across his
specific plans, but these occurrences have been few and far
between. He has also chosen to
keep these plans hidden from the
mass media, revealing them in

been filled by others willing to
tell the world what John Kerry
plans to do. His senatorial experience displays that he has the
knowledge and experience to
compile a distinctive foreign policy agenda. There will always be
people who say what he thinks; I
just want to hear it from him.

forums that are more limited than
the nationally televised debates.
In regards to Islam, Kerry has
pointed out the need to "engage
more directly and more respectfully with Islam, with the state of
Islam, with religious leaders,
mullahs, imams, clerics, in a way
that proves this is not a clash with
the British and Americans and the
old forces they remember from
the colonial days."
To me that sounds like an
educated candidate with a clear
agenda and an understanding of
the delicate situation America is
in. Why couldn't Kerry say something that educated during the
debates?
The void in policy distinction
left by John Kerry has quickly

person. He regularly comes into
contact with large numbers of
people, especially during the
campaign season. Secondly, he,
without a doubt, has the most
important job in the nation. I, for
one, certainly want the President
to be healthy enough to carry out
his duties. His worrisome decision leaves me to wonder why he
would behave so recklessly.
Judging from his answer at
the debate, the President's solution to the shortage is simply to
plead for a decrease in demand
for the vaccine. Is that all, Mr.
President? Must you risk your
own health to assure us that the
vaccines are going into the right
hands?
Americans who desperately
require the vaccine needed to hear
in Bush's debate answer that he is
at least looking into how to get flu
shots to those who most need

If we consider who should be assured
the flu vaccine, one obvious answer would
be the President of the United States.
mess in the third and final debate
of the presidential campaign. The
President neatly explained the
cause of the vaccine shortage,
taking care to point out that the
fault lay with a British, not an
American, pharmaceutical plant.
To ease the shortage, he urged
younger and healthier Americans
to give up their place to those
most in need. The President told
us he, in fact, is bravely declining
to take the vaccine. Not only did
this personal anecdote fit with his
regular guy image, the President's
answer probably convinced many
that he is on top of this mess.
The President is not fooling
me, however. If we consider who
should be assured the flu vaccine,
one obvious answer would be the
President of the United States.
First of all, he is at a mucli greater
risk of infection than the average

them. Rather, the President
answered by giving us the British
to blame and himself to honor.
The real problem lies with the
woeful state of America's health
care system, as Senator Kerry
rightly pointed out in his response
to the same question. We find
ourselves in the midst of a crisis —
unable to deliver limited suppiies
to the places of greatest need.
Meanwhile, the President fails to
acknowledge the problem.
This particular issue with our
health care system is unlike others in which we can hold the private sector responsible for solutions. Influenza is a contagious
virus that poses a challenging
threat to public health. Only a
"government program" can make
sure vaccines are directed to those
most at risk. We must take the
steps now to avoid future crises.

CAN'TWArr u t i r i u
K.

Kerry's silence on some of the finer points
of his policy has left the door open...
porters to fill in the gaps, a dangerous prospect. This past
Thursday Thomas Freidman of
The New York Times wrote a passionate indictment of Bush's criticisms of Kerry. Freidman said
that "Mr. Kerry was actually
touching
something
many
Americans are worried aboutthat this war on terrorism is transforming us and our society, when
it was supposed to be about
uprooting the terrorist and transforming their societies." If this
sconveys John Kerry's intentions,
then I find it to be frightening
indeed.
The presidential debates
would have been a fantastic
forum to specify his ideas on
what he believes the war on ter-

to the government. Consequently,
the U.S. has little ability to track
where vaccines are and direct
them to where they are needed.
Delivery has been spotty, leaving
some hospitals, employers and
doctors with little or no vaccines.
To deal with the crisis in the
short-term, the Centers for
Disease Control has made public
guidelines for prioritizing who
should receive vaccines. Infants
and their caretakers, seniors, the
chronically ill, nursing home residents and health care workers.
While the guidelines are helpful, they will not ensure that vaccines are successfully delivered
and people do not need to struggle to receive life-saving care.
The U.S. must work directly with
suppliers and providers.
President Bush was asked
directly about the flu vaccine

If rt0$h*ffejrm-
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Visiting Families Enjoy UConn Prof, to Shadow Jones
Weekend's Activities
ASHLEY BELL
NEWS WRITER

Yalof has
been
a
Political
Science professor at the
University of
Connecticut
for
eight
years, and
will
return
there after his
year at Trinity
Abigail Moldover
is over in
Yalof, a Political Science professor, will spend the
May.
TRINITY y e a r at Trinity learning about administration.

Until May, David Yalof will
be shadowing President Jones as
part of a fellowship program
SARAH SPIEGEL
them and me to read all of the designed to help its fellows learn
NEWS WRITER information about Trinity in the more about higher education
Trinity held its annual Family back of the programs."
administration. This program is
Weekend from Oct. 15 through
The inauguration ceremony part of an American Council on
Oct. 17, welcoming parents, sib- drew a lot of the visiting parents, Education sponsored system
lings, and other family members as it gave them a chance to hear where candidates are nominated
with a variety of activities and the new President speak and be a by either college or university
presidents or chief academic officers and given a chance to exam"It was a good weekend to choose for
ine the inner workings of higher
family weekend because of the ceremony,."
education administration. These TRIPOD: What is the program
- Lenore Mohr, Parent '07
nominees have usually held lead- you're participating in?
ership positions at a college or
DAVID YALOF: Basically
part of the important change university, such as vice president, the notion is that individuals with
events.
Complete with a "Candle Lit Trinity is going through at this dean, assistant dean, department an interest in higher education
folk fest" that involved the a point in time. "It was a good head, or in another position that administration spend either an
capella groups performing, a weekend to choose for family requires them to assume leader- entire year or a half a year at
brunch at Mather, a football weekend because of the ceremo- ship responsibilities. For either a another institution learning about
game, tours of Hartford, and ny," Lenore Mohr, mother of
T h e philosophy of the program is that
President Jones' Inauguration cer- Lindsay Mohr '07 said. "I'm realemony, the past few days have ly glad I got to see that."
leadership can be learned."
"It's at a good point in the
proven to be very busy.
-David Yalof
"My parents really enjoyed year for parents to come visit,"
getting to spend time on campus Nick Hall '07 stated. "It's given
with me/' Kip Antonelli us time to get settled into our semester, a school year, or period- how an institution works, what its
Freedman '07, whose parents dorms and into the swing of
ic visits, the people selected for a culture consists of, taking on limflew out from California, said. things, and falls halfway between fellows position are able to shad- ited projects, and getting your
"We went to the president's inau- when we get here and. ow an administrative officer from foot into higher education adminguration together - they enjoyed Thanksgiving break." The par- another school and learn about istration by getting a bird's eye
the ceremony and all of the tradi- ents, in general, seem to agree the system in hopes of bringing view of how the system works.
tions that went along with it - it
back this knowledge to improve
The philosophy of this prowas definitely interesting for both
their own school's administration. gram is that leadership can be
see WEEKEND on page 8 -

Parents See Trinity at Important Juncture

Tennis ProAndyRoddick
Gr'aces" Us With Presence
Number two-ranked U.S. Tennis player
Andy Roddick paid a visit to Trinity's campus last Thursday afternoon for a Reebok
photo shoot.
; Roddick came to ESPN at Bristol the
night before for Reebok's annual, meeting
for clothing designs for the upcoming year.
There he met up with Trinity tennis and

he really was," said Brett Ramsay, '08.
"He's really hysterical. We were laugh. ing the whole time," says Trinity's Brian
Marsden '05. "He's a lot of fun. He talked
a lot about the tour."
"When he started talking about the
Davis cup he gave me goosebumps because
fire started coming out of his eyes," said
Assainte.
Marsden, who is ranked number four
among college tennis players in the United States,
even got a chance to be on
the receiving end of
Roddick's famously formidable serve. .
"To see him serve in
person and crack a few it's just a bullet," said
Marsden. "It didn't even
lnt us that hard, it was
in >i rig at about half speed,
Inn it was still pretty fast.
V'li see him on TV in the
US

pen

bu

r e a l l y t ob e

Roddick was at the TrinKy tennis courts last Thursday.
°
' *
' standing on the same court
squash coach Paul Assainate, who serves as him is something else."
on the advisory staff for Reebok.
Roddick then went back to Texas to
"They asked me to really make an gear up for the World Masters in Houston
effort to keep it hush-hush," said Assainte.
and the U.S.A. Davis Cup Finals in Seville.
Aside from doing the photo shoot,
"It was fun out there. Of course, the
Roddick took time to hang out with Trinity kids loved it," said Assainte. "Andy's just a
students and talk passionately about the boy in a 22-year-old body. He's just a big
sport.
kid."
"He's a pretty nice guy, really down to
Roddick gave Trinity one of his rackearth. I was surprised at how nice of a guy ets, which now hangs in Assainate's office.

uals about the unique challenges
facing, colleges and universities;
so when I learned about this program, where I normally am in the
cocoon of the Political Science
department, the chance to view
how a higher education administration works seemed too good to
be true. Not only am I being given
the chance to do that, but I also
can see what a new president has
to worry about and how he's
engaging in a family community.
I've been very impressed with the
community, and I am also willing
to talk to any students who may
have an interest in higher education administration.
TT: Since you are a Political
see BRIDGING on page 9
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"Aloha" Means Goodbye
The following article is from the March 13, 2001 edition of the Tripod and reports
the departure of President Dobelle. It has been abridged.
•
I
DAVFS ALBOHM 'O2
STAFF WRITER
In a surprise move Monday afternoon,
President Evan Dobelle announced that he
will take over as the next president of the
University of Hawaii. He will remain at
Trinity for the remainder of the academic
year, and is slated to start working in
Honolulu on July 2. Ron Thomas, current
Vice President and Chief of Staff, will
serve as interim president for up to a period of one year.
Dobelle had been seriously considering
the position-for three weeks and signed a
contract with the University of Hawaii
Saturday at 7:30 a.m. He then privately
informed the Trinity Board of Trustees of
his decision at a previously scheduled
meeting held Saturday morning on campus.
The public- announcement was made at a
University of Hawaii press conference at
9:30 a.m. Monday, Hawaiian Standard
Time. Dobelle flew to Hawaii Saturday
night, and during his annually scheduled
two-week vacation, he will travel to various University of Hawaii campuses to meet

President Dobelle left Trinity in 2001.
with student and faculty across the state.
"I love Trinity, and I would not leave
for something that was not challenging,"
Dobelle stated in an exclusive interview
with the Tripod Saturday afternoon.
The University of Hawaii is comprised
of ten campuses spread over six islands,
and has over 47,000 students enrolled. The
school has faced a number of difficulties in
the recent past, including budgetary problems and the threat of a faculty strike.
These issues will face Dobelle as he
replaces current President Kenneth
Mortimer, who served the University for
the past eight years.
It was ... reported that Dobelle was
offered $442,000 a year at the University of
Hawaii, and recently, The Hartford
CouranX published an article stating that
Dobelle currently earns $210,000 per year

Tl

at Trinity. He stated that this figure however is incorrect, and reflects salary numbers
from a few years ago. He stated that he
makes "far more than $210,000."
Therefore, he stresses that it is not money
that is drawing him to Hawaii.
Tom Johnson, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, stated that to understand
Dobelle's impact at Trinity, one should
look around at the more diverse student
body and a "group of students that is very
excited about attending Trinity."
After Dobelle announced his decision
to the campus, he received many reactions
from students and faculty members. "I've
had an outpouring of support from students
and faculty over the past few days."
Dobelle had a few suggestions concerning what kind of candidate the Trustees
should pursue in their search for a new
president. "My counsel on that would be
finding somebody who cares about a liberal arts college and understands that it's
about students, and then faculty." He suggests that a candidate who cares enough to
live on campus, and
is willing to participate in the life of the
student body would
be a good fit. He also
recommended finding a candidate with
different strengths
than his own. "Where
my strength would be
vision, impact and
implementation, the
new
candidate's
strengths could be
scholarship and academic creativity."
Dobelle stated
Tripod Archives m at the next president
would have to concentrate on fundraising as he did for a period
of time. "I've made Trinity into an institution where you can collect money, and you
do not have to raise it anymore. That is a
big difference."
When he arrives in Honolulu in July,
Dobelle foresees a job that will be more
difficult and public for him. "In Hawaii, I
will face cameras, reporters, demonstrations, legislators, and chaos. But if you
understand me, you will understand that I
love that."
In the future, Dobelle wishes to retain
close ties with Trinity. 'Trinity is very
close to me, and I care deeply about this
college. Trinity will always be in my heart;
this is a very special place. There is nothing
more special in higher education in the
wbrld than the quad in the spring at Trinity
College. It is a magic, magic place."

EROS RaJly Against Hate
The EROS Rally Against Hate on Oct. 13 had an attendance of
between iUO and 150 people, according to organizers. "People
showed tip from Inter-Greek Council, Multicultural Affairs, and
SGA. along with faculty and administrators," said Jured J lofi'mar,
'07, BROS president. "Cave staff stuck their heads out, as well."
Lecia Brooks froin the Southern Poverty Law Center focused
on sexuality and gender hate crimes, while Teresa Younger of the
Connecticut Civil Liberties Union gave a "general empowering
speech about our work on campus to fight all forms of hate
crime," said Hoffman. She ciled instances of hate crime that had
occurred in Connecticut in the past few wwks. illustrating that
such crimes occur all around.
The floor was then opened to all attendees, ;-nd approximately
eight people spoke. "They all had various views about hate and
violence on campus and how organizations should go about dealing with that." said Hoffman.
"Hopefully from rhat we'll be able to spark some action from
various parts of the college to actively work against hate crimes
... and if they hear it or see it to stand up against it." he concluded.

MIIU-'-L I1:

Senior Degree Applications
Seniors are required to fill out a Degree Application Form by
Oct. 29 in order to graduate. Forms are available in the
Registrar's Office.
Additionally, Seniors who wish to participate in Senior Week
activities must till out Senior Week Authorization Forms rhat
ailovv charges to be billed to student accounts. The forms arc
available from senior class representatives in the Mather lobby
this week, as well as in the Office of Student Activities.

VOID Stages Die-In
Members of Voices Organized in Democracy protested Ihe war
in Iraq outside of Mather Hall on Thursday. Oct. 14 by staging a
Dic-ln during lunch time. VOID also distributed anti-war literature 1o passers-by.

5 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2 0 0 4 , W e a n
Terrace Room B
Paul H o f f m a n , "The W o m e n o f Juarez
and Ending Violence Against W o m e n *

a>

4 p.m. t o 6 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 9, 2 0 0 4 , W e a n
c Terrace Room B
n>
Internationa! H u m a n Rights Day
H.-n

S" Human Rights Program

ill

The Rally Against Hate concluded Thursday evening with a candlelight
vigii in memory of all those affected by hate crimes.

Members of VOID protesting the war in Iraq by representing
individuals who have died in the conflict
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Weekend Students Comment cm
Activities Yale Dorm Vandalism
Successful

- OCTOBER 19, 2004

Pft-OM Tf4E

MESCAC

als' actions. "It doesn't seem fancontinuedfrompage 1
to
hold an entire organization
regarding damage estimates from
responsible
for an act a member
the incident were not answered at
committed that the house in questime of print.
continued from page 6
As the four Trinity students tion had no knowledge and no
returned to New Haven Supreme involvement in," she said.
with that statement.
"I am thus curious why it matSome of the upper classmen Court Oct. 13, Dean Alford said
joked with a smile that Family the college was continuing its ters if the kids responsible for this
Weekend was really more of a investigation and "reserves the incident are pledges somewhere,"
"freshman thing." "The point of right to take disciplinary action hi she added. "As members of
parents' weekend," said Jared addition to legal proceedings." Greek organizations we go out of
Wasser '05 and several other stu- He declined to comment any fur- our way to open our houses each
dents agreed with him, "is basi- ther on the matter. "If it is deter- weekend to give people a safe
cally just to get taken out for a
nice meal that is not Mather
"Hopefully, it can be seen as the actions of
food." Acceptable places menindividuals and not... the student body."
tioned by students included
- Louis Evans '05
Max's downtown, Trumbull
Kitchen, First and Last, and
I.H.O.P.
"Parents' Weekend brings a mined that this action was part of place on campus to socialize and
lot of new fans," said Ravin a fraternity activity, it will have have a few free drinks."
Bostrom expressed concern
Ratan '05, a member of the a consequences for the fraternity,"
stated Dean Alford.
as to the impact on other Greek
capella group the Accidentals.
Members of other fraternities organizations: "When incidents
Students do, of course, like
the chance to see their families are uncertain about the situation like this occur and the focus is
for reasons beyond just the food. but agree that it does reflect poor- transferred from the individuals
"I really enjoyed seeing my Dad," ly on Trinity," especially in the irresponsibility and the actual
Seth Preminger, '07 said. "It was eyes of Yale students. Louis event to an irrelevant connection
great to spend some time with Evans '05, president of Pi Kappa to a Greek house the blame someAlpha, suggested "Hopefully, it how shifts to the Greek system,
him."
Freshman who were asked can be seen as the actions of indi- which is unfair."
said that their parents liked the viduals and not an accurate porAs a result of the incident,
opportunity to spend some time trayal of the student body."
Dean Alford did not hesitate to
with their kids and their roomAshley Bostrom '05, presi- remind the student body that,
mates, who they'd perhaps been dent of the Ivy Society, de- "Trinity students should represent
unable to get to know during the emphasized the role of the frater- the college well in all aspects of
rush of moving in September.
nity organization in the individu- life."

Wesleyan: Wesleyan is building two large residence
halls for its students. The new buildings, together,
will accommodate up to 270 students and enable
more people to live in on-campus housing rather
than rely upon the surrounding neighborhood to
supply it. The construction is part of a bigger plan
which will also strive to improve the aesthetics of the
campus as a whole.
Bates: A new campaign at Bates, entitled "The
Campaign for Bates: Endowing Our Values," has
become the College's most ambitious fundraising
event in its history. The $120 million operation centers upon five goals; including the strengthening of
financial aid and academic programs. Bates has
made 60 percent of its intended goal and plans to
keep the campaign going until 2006.
Middlebury: Middlebury recently inaugurated
their 16th President, Ronald D. liebowitz, who had
officially assumed the role during the summer.
Liebowitz's predecessor, John M. McCardellJr., had
been at Middlebury since 1992. The ceremony took
place Sunday, Oct. 10, during Middlebury's
Homecoming Weekend.
Colby: Friday, Oct. 22, Dan Vos who is an Israeli
refusnik, will speak at Colby about his group
"Courage to Refuse." Vos, previously in the Israeli
Army, was an original signer of the 2002 "Courage
to Refuse" declaration. He will speak about his
decision to reject the notion of Israeli occupation in
surrounding territories and the ideals behind his
cause.
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Bridging the Gap: Educating Faculty in Admin. Matters
continued from page 6

Science professor, what do you think about
the presidential election and what influence
do you think it has on the students of either
UConn or Trinity?
DY: Well it's tough because
Connecticut is not considered a battleground state. My guess would be that at
colleges and universities in the battle-

and many are graduate students; Trinity has
2,188 undergraduates and very few graduate programs. [Trinity] is a focused, liberal
arts college and it just has a very different
understanding of admission and higher
education and what it's meant to provide. It
really is, in many ways, like night and day.
Many of the issues that face a larger
institution like University of Connecticut

"I am in learning mode... any experience and exposure I have is good, it certainly benefits me personally."
- David Yalof
ground states, like Ohio and Florida, the
students would be very charged and energetic because the attention is on them.
Oftentimes in states that aren't battleground states it's tough for the students to
maintain a focus, but I have been very
pleasantly surprised with the degree in
which students do express interest in
what's going on.
As a political scientist, sometimes what
is good for the country isn't always good
for political science. A real Florida-type
mess that we had in 2000 was unfortunate
for the country, but on the other hand it
makes terrific "political theater. I have
mixed emotions, I hope and suspect there
may be a clear victory even though [the
race] is quite close, but I am certainly prepared for the fact that [a smooth situation]
may not happen.
TT: How does UConn compare with
Trinity?
DY: Well it's very different, University
of Connecticut has over 17,000 students

consist of a balance of athletics and academics. You have to take on those issues
also at a school like Trinity, but you do it in
a different way. It is easier to keep academics front and center [at a place like Trinity]
when you don't have to address issues like
running a Division I football program.
TT: What are your impressions of
Trinity and how do they compare with the
expectations you might have had coming
in?
DY: I tried not to have any expectations. I think that I have been very pleasantly surprised to the extent with which a
large amount of faculty and staff really care
about this institution, really care about its
future, and are willing to put in time and
effort to help secure its future; it's very
inspiring.
Certainly some of the faculty members
may eventually go to different places, and
students will obviously be here for only a
short period of time, but very often in other
institutions [college] is treated like a tem-

porary station. That is not the case here.
This is not just a college; this is a community. Many people from all different constituent groups, whether it's staff or students, really care about Trinity and really
love this place and want to see it succeed
and that is very inspiring. There are conflicts and disagreements, one can expect
that in any large city, but it is inspiring in
which others are willing to give of themselves [to solve problems] and I think that
is a great asset of this place.
TT: What do you hope to accomplish
this year?
DY: I basically have two functions
here: one is to shadow the president and
attend meetings with the president and the
senior staff and to learn; I am in learning
mode ... I don't know much about how
higher education works so any experience
and exposure I have is good, it certainly
benefits me personally.
But I am also engaging in some projects on behalf of my home institution and
on behalf of Trinity. Here at Trinity I am
gathering information about urban initiatives, about our urban mission; I'm sitting
in on numerous meetings discussing where
Trinity wants to go with its relationship
with Hartford. I am also just gathering
information on all of the different urban
initiatives programs around campus and all
of the advantages and disadvantages of
them.
I attended John Hopkins University in
Baltimore for graduate school, which is
located of course squarely in an urban environment and they had to address some of
the same issues that Trinity has addressed.
The main focus here [at Trinity] is to get

the undergraduate students involved in
Hartford and the city. I know some people
may try to stay within the boundaries of the
campus, and for them where we are might
not matter to them, but I think for the much
greater majority of students they can benefit from spending four years in an urban
environment.
The kind of progress you can engage
in, what you can learn and what you can
study, is very different than if you were in
a suburb. A college could put up its gates
and not engage in the city, but thankfully
that has not happened here.
Certainly the current president has
made no buts about the fact that our relationship with Hartford is a given, the question is how we should conduct that relationship and many constituencies are rising
to that challenge.
TT: What do you hope to bring back to
UConn?
DY: While I think both institutions are
very different in important ways, I think
there are many things that a public university can learn from a liberal arts college,
like how the college takes seriously the student/faculty relationship and the sense of
community. I do hope that I can bring back
some different perspective; sometimes a
different perspective can open up eyes to
new things.
I think primarily what I'll bring back is
an understanding of higher education
administration. I'll ~bt a faculty member
once again and many faculty members
sometimes don't understand what the
administration goes through, so I might be
able to bridge some of the gaps between the
administration and the faculty.
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ALLIE SHEAN
Originally I thought I could fill my
FEATURES WRITER relationship void within the walls of my
Blame it on my weakness for depressing Summit suite, but apparently none of my
love songs, my obsession with Felicity, or roommates "feel comfortable" with my
even on the fact that I haven't gotten any in sneaking into their rooms at 3 a.m., climbawhile ... but lately, I've found myself ing into their beds, and attempting to spoon
wanting a
with them .
boy f r i e n d
Apparently
more
and
they don't feel
more. Now, I
"that way"
really do love
about
me,
my life, and
don't want me
in no way
to
surprise
feel like I
them
when
need a guy to
they're show"complete"
ering,
and
me,
but
aren't pleased
recently I've
that I know
just wanted
how to pick
someone I
their bedroom
feel totally, M M ™
door locks.
Abi Moldover
comfortable
Apparently
a r o u n d , Emily Pearl '07 and Pat Greene '07 make Allie mad. the Hartford
someone I don't have to try to impress, Police Department agrees with them. A
someone who doesn't care whether I'm few court cases and three restraining orders
wearing a ratty old sweatshirt or a shirt that later, I have decided (or more appropriatedisplays my boobs ... and ideally someone ly was forced into deciding) that if I want
who will remember my name the next to find a first-class boyfriend I have to look
morning.
beyond SS202 and explore what the rest of
And so I begin my pathetic quest for the Trinity student body had to offer.
the "holy tail" (and yes, I do realize one of
This is where the problem lies ... it
the many reasons I am utterly and helpless- seems that the rest of the Trinity student
ly alone is because I make corny jokes such body, or at least the male members of it,
as "holy tail" and think they're funny). .
aren't looking for a relationship ... espe-

JAMES STEVENS
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

which is something we will definitely bond
over, especially since we're both so far
I just found my future wife on the from home.
Facebook. I would tell you her name, but I
It's also really cool that she has some of
don't think it would be as special when we the same friends I do, so I'll always be able
first meet if she already knew I liked her. to ask one of them to hook us up. I'm defShe's really pretty and has brown hair, initely more popular than she is (I mean,
which I really like. I can also tell you that come on, I have over 200 friends and she
she loves to party, because in her picture has like, 40 or something lame like that) so
she looks dressed to go out and seems a lit- she'll probably like me as soon as she
tle bit tipsy. I
sees
my
can tell she's
Facebook
really smart
profile. If
from
her
you look me
interests and
up, you'll
the classes
know that I
that
she's
am pretty
taking.
damn hilariShe's in one
ous. You'll
c a l l e d
also notice
Literature
that I am
a n d
part of sevPsychology.
eral
very
That sounds www.thefacebook.com
cool organilike a really You could be my online love! Isn't that exciting?
zations on
campus,
like
the
Underground
Coffeehouse
neat class since I'm interested in literature
and psychology, too. I'm sure we'll have a and "Pike." This makes me pretty irresistible and I think that's why Facebook
lot to talk about.
She even likes the same movies and users are constantly poking me. When you
music as 1 do! Who would ever have can't touch someone in real life, Internet
thought there was a girl out there who's poking is almost just as gocd.
So, I would like to encourage everyone
looking for a relationship that also likes
Weezer AND the movie Donnie Darko. to use the Facebook to make his or her relaNot only does she have great taste in really tionship dreams come true. It's so easy to
indie movies and underground emo music, find out where people live, what their
but she's also voting for Kerry! I hope it's phone numbers are and what classes
easy to see why I'm so attracted to her. We
see LIKE on page 13
actually both grew up in the same state,

cially one with me.
Count the number of friends you have
that have a bf/gf (and I'm talking about
Trin-on-Trin action, none of this dating
people from other schools). Bet you don't
need two hands! For some reason, students
at Trinity have found a way to satisfy their
libidos without putting in any of the work.
I hypothesize that it might have something
to do with the flow of root beer (hold the
root) around campus, but honestly I am no
scientist.
So, what's my problem with no-stringsattached relationships? There are always
strings attached, and, really, its just skanky.
Its time Trinity students start having some
standards - no one's going to use their flex
points if they can get the whole Sandella's
wrap for free!" (Again, I know I'm a loser...
and I guess that can explain the non-existent number of dates I've been asked on
this year.)
As romantic as "Hey Jess ... I mean ...
Deb ... uh Susan? Well whatever your

"hook-up and run" method. In fact, many
of my girl friends have mastered the craft
... except they call it "hook-up and strut."
Perhaps the only reason I'm writing this
article is because I'm ashamed I don't have
the ability to do it. Whenever I try, it
comes out as more of a "hook-up and fall
on shards of broken glass" which normally
results in a trip to the emergency room and we all know the E.R. hasn't been sexy
since George Clooney left.
The truth is, I'm sure there are some
guys out there who are looking for a deeper relationship; the problem is finding them
... and believe me, I've been looking. I
mean, who knew it would be so difficult to
find someone who shares my passion for
wool sweaters or for saving Lonesome
George (the last remaining member of the
species Geochelone elephantopus abingdoni)1
I refuse, however, to give up on my
quest for my soul mate. I know he exists
out there, floating among the sea of Polos

So, what's my problem with no-strings-attached relationships? There are always strings attached, and really, its just skanky.
name is...you want to get out of here and go
somewhere where we can hook-up? I
mean ... talk? Right, talk," may sound, it
really has gotten old boys, and it's time for
something new. I suggest something like,
"Hey [insert name] - you look beautiful
today! Would you like to join me for a
romantic dinner at a restaurant of your
choice? Perhaps afterwards we can find a
moonlit beach upon which we can sit and
talk for hours and hours." I also suggest
that you insert MY name when you say it,
but again, just a suggestion.
I'm not saying it's just the boys on
campus that are guilty of practicing the

and Nantucket reds we know and love.
And I will never lose hope that fate (or
perhaps Facebook) will bring us together.
I know one day it will happen. Until then,
perhaps I will continue to beg my way
into Psi U and the Hall and maybe I'll
even continue to attempt to hold a conversation with some drunk kid who can't
tell if my hair is red, or blond, or both.
(It's brown). I mean, I guess it is better
than sitting at home alone, eating Kashi
and watching When Harry Met Sally,
wondering where my Billy Crystal is.
That, my friends, is what I'm saving for
second semester.
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STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY
STAFF WRITER
Bright-eyed and enthusiastic, FirstYear President Andrew Pedro is ready to
take Trinity on with all he's got. With an
extensive background in student government from his high school years in
Parsippany, N.J., Pedro is anxious to
improve class relations and bring his class
together.
In high school, he was not only vice
president of the school his junior year, he
was also elected president of the New
Jersey Association of Student Councils.
He remarks, "I was in charge of 260 member schools. We held elections and leadership training conferences." He was also a
part of Freedom's Answer, a non-partisan
youth-driven effort to increase voter
turnout. "The idea is to have kids affecting
the votes," said Pedro.
The presidential and senatorial elections this fall were hotly contested in the
freshman class. Three candidates ran for
class president and 10 freshmen ran for the

MATEJ2JAL

Chuck Pratt

Pedro: Working hard for the freshmen.
five class senator seats. Pedro won not
only his class presidency, but also a seat on
the Student Government Association. He
ran for both because "It makes me a voting
president. When it really comes down to it,
see FIRST on page 12
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Around Trinity
AT is glad to be back on campus after the long
Trinity Days weekend and a few excruciating
dinners with Mr. and Mrs. AT. As nice as A T s
hometown is, there is nothing like a Mather
dinner to send AT running back to Hartford.
Box Divers of America Unite!
A few Thursdays ago, AT was privy to a very
special ritual: box diving. What is this, one
may ask? Well, AT is not exactly sure either,
but it involves the trash pits behind Hansen
and some heavily inebriated sophomore boys
jumping swan-style into the filth. Cheered on
by other tribesmen, one brave soul jumped
repeatedly into the cardboard sea, seemingly
unscathed by his adventures.

Dude, you got like three feet of air that time!

Fraternity Daycare ... at Night
On Saturday night, AT arrived at an Allen PI.
establishment ready to party with the big kids,
only to be surprised by the sight of a Trinity
football player engaged in a heated "discussion" with what appeared to be a pre-teenage
local. After a few rounds of "yo' mama" banter, the young ones still refused to leave until
escorted out by the cops themselves. AT
hopes when they come back next time, they
bring their Yu-gi-oh! card, because AT just got
a really rare dragon one.
I'm Every Woman... and Man
AT was treated to an early Halloween this year
when scores of students roamed Vernon St.
dressed in their finest black tie attire. The
twist? Girls dressed in tuxes and boys in sparkly
blue slinky numbers. AT thinks, however, that
some of the boys were a little too "pumped" to
wear pumps. So girls, watch out for your high
heels, and boys, hide those boxers. Word on the
street is that they're quite comfy.
Egg-cellent Animals
At the Parent's Weekend football game against
Tufts on Saturday, the Coop welcomed some
unexpected visitors: a chicken and a rooster.
AT thinks that they delivered some much need
motivation to beat the Jumbos, if only out of
fear that the poultry would be released and set
to kill. AT would also like to issue a warning to
avoid any chicken dishes in the next few days ...
Oh, Andy, You're So Rne
AT hearts Andy Roddick, even more so
because he stripped down in front of lots of
screaming girls in full view on the tennis
court. AT is not exactly sure why the tennis
king graced us with his presence, but AT also
doesn't really care.
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continued from page 11
Trinity, which was inactive for Political Science. He said, "I'm a
the SGA is the center of school two years. He took the initiative people person. My biggest fear is
activities. I am much better and went to the Student Activities being stuck in a.cubicle."
informed because of it."
office, met with the budget com"People person" is indeed
His major projects for the year mittee, revised the constitution the right phrase to describe
include three Freshmen Nights at for the club that existed previous- Pedro - he is very excited about
the Bistro. He said, "One thing we ly and got his project started. reaching out to his class and get- are trying to get underway is to get
representatives from each fresh"I think one of the best things about
man dorm together." This group
Trinity is the atmosphere. There are a lot
of students would meet every two
weeks to discuss issues they have
of good people here." - Andrew Pedro '08
heard their hallmates voicing to
better address problems particular
to freshmen.
This year he says his main focus ting things done. He does not
Pedro is also trying to start a for the club is going to be increas- simply want to be a figurehead
tradition of freshman class offi- ing membership and hopefully president; he wants to bring people together.
cers working with the senior - organizing one major event.
If you haven't Facebooked
class. He noted, "We know the
When asked how he feels
seniors have a lot on their plates, about Trinity so far, he replied, "I him, here are a few of Andrews
Favorite
food:
so we want to work with them think one of the best things about favorites:
and help them out in whatever we Trinity is the atmosphere. There Portuguese steak preceded by
can." This will also help him are a lot of good people here. I Rhode Island calamari. Favorite
with his goal of building class just like the idea that I can walk ice cream: Cherry Garcia.
Favorite book: The Things they
Carried by Tim O'Brien.
Tm a people person. My biggest fear is
Favorite color: blue. Favorite
being stuck in a cubicle."
clothing store: Hollister. Favorite
movies: Garden State and Office
- Pedro
Space. Favorite Songs: Jimmy
Eat World's "Praise Chorus" and
Weezer's
"Island in the Sun."
relations. Focusing on his own around campus and say 'Hi' to
Favorite
fruit:
pineapple.
class he explained, "I want us to multiple people I know."
get to know each other before
Pedro seems to have no comEditor's Note: If you would
Senior Week."
plaints so far: he enjoys his class- like to know more about your
As a student of Portuguese es and his professors and is happy freshman class president, visit
heritage, Pedro has successfully with his social life. He is thinking www.iheartandrewpedro.com for
revived the Portuguese Club at of majoring in Public Policy or more information.
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they're taking.
Here is what I did to find
the perfect Facebook match
I went to the "advanced
search" section of the
Facebook and just started
looking at the pictures OT
girls. Since you can look aL
everyone's picture, it's sort
of like they're there
right in front of
you. This way,
you can judge
someone by what they're
wearing in a photograph on the Internet,

one is. For example, DMB fans are tasteless idiots and Pink
Floyd
aficionados
probably smoke a lot
of pot.
Because
the
Facebook allows one
to figure out what a
person is really like
without meeting him
or her, it gets rid of
all of the hassle of
"getting to know someone." All the data is on
the Internet! How cool is
that? Also, as I've mentioned, the

So, I would like to encourage everyone to use the
Facebook to make his or her relationship dreams
come true.
which I think gives you a pretty good
idea of what kind of persoa
he or she is. I mean, no
one would put a picture
on the internet that didn't accurately represent
his or her self.
So, once you find
someone who's super
hot, just figure out what
they like. I've found that the
sort of music one listens to pretty
much determines what sort of person some-

Facebook provides a great way
to figure out where
someone is at all
times. This provides
a perfect method for
setting up an "accidental" meeting with
all of the cute guys
and girls you find
online. Just don't call
me - I'm already devoted to the love of my
Facebook life.

This week, we have a very special treat for you. The greatgreat grandrooster of Banty the Bantam, Clucky the Cluckold,
never having found eternal rest after suffering the indignation
of becoming a "breast," has come back from the year 1934 to
give some advice that -we hope -won't be "fowl." Hardy har har.
Er, cluckety cluck cluck.

20 -

18

Wno says you can't be Like lv]argaret
tv|itchelL Aquarius, and Write your oWn
great American noVeL? You might not
have a plantation, but you can still smoke
a mean cigar. With that in mind, start
drafting your ideas now. WJio says that
•Uartford couLdn't be home to a Civil War
battLe?
"
"•

i, Hot Chocolate, Apple Cider

andHandmadeS'mores!

- MAR-CH 20

Pisces, we are Living in an exciting World.
Now when you go to your taLkies, they'll
be spectacuLar, bright technicoLorl £>o
dont forget to take your girl out this
Weekend, you don't Want to be that "gray"
guy when alL your other chums are as colorfuL as our quad's gLorious trees. And
don't forget the popcorn!

Women are doing crazy things, Aries.
They're flying over oceans, and not as passengers, no siree. as the piLot! i>o dont Let
yourseLf be shown up this faLL take the
bull by the horns and take up some daring
sport like rifling or curLing.. You're sure to
be more successful than tv)iss ILarharts
Latest stunt.

Are you getting tired of strumming that
same old tune. Taurus? Just Like that
new electric guitar, it's time to change
your acoustic Ways. Throw out that banjo
along With your bowties and go purchase
yourseLf a nice, new tweed blazer. They're
the latest in style and peopLe wiLL be
"shocked" by your new Look.

This Week: October I f

Joe ..ScaldTie Show Starts at 9:00 PM.

LlaVe you been feeLing creative Lately.
Virgo? iJamess those artistic impuLses
just Like the great Picasso and create
your Very own masterpiece of the cannons
neafh the eLms. Perhaps you can eslen get
credit from the registrar for a studio arts
independent study. And don't forget that
the ladles LoVe an artiste.

SEPTEMdEft. 23 — OCTO&Eft. 22

Y?u need not fret any longer. Libra, about
which shaving cream really does ft?am the
best That new "ELsquire" magazine. WiLL
take care of that and much more for you!
Pon't be ashamed of seeking heLp from
this glossy publication, even Cary CjYant
treats this rag as his personal bibLe! Paid
for by ilearst Publishing Company.

OCTO&Eft. 2*$~ NOI/EM&EK. 21

W'hile you might think that you have aLL
the riches in the World, your parents have
been hiding the damage done on your family fortune by the depression. I advise you
to pick up a reaL career, because in this climate. I don't think your yachting and
archery skiLLs are going to get you far in
the real World.

SAGfTTAOJUS
M A V 2 1 - O U N E 21

Bobby McGmthi

AUGUST 23 - SEPTEM&ER. 22

TAUPJJS
APR-IL. 20 - MAV 20

"Upc/miis,Events:

B>een contemplating a Life of crime. Leo?
Think twice, because those two great fugitives. B>onnie and CLyde have j u s t been
caught! On the other hand, this means that
your dream of being a bank teLLer has just
become much safer. If you don't want to
look the noose in the eye. stick to your
other option of soda jerk.

Pisces

2 1 - A P R I L 19

Akws Serving,

Oui_y 23 - AUGUST 22

I forsee some spare time in your future.
Cjemini. You can help whittLe the hours
aWay by escaping to the library, but not t o
study, buddy boy. but to Watch that neWfangLed portable movie screen! £>ome feLLows across the pond are already enjoying
it, and you don't Want to Let them have all
the fun now. do you?

NoUEM&Eft- 22 - £>£CeM&£ft_ 21
ilaVe dreams of being a dancer.
Sagittarius? Or at Least going t o see a
whole bunch of pretty broads With Long
Legs? Then, I've got an answer for you,
R.adio City N/jusic iJaLL in the Big Apple!
CJet your buddies together and take a rc?
trip to this Land of sin. You can pick up
some moves for the next campus shindig.

CAWCEft.
Ouwe 22 - OULV 22

Monday to Friday, 10am to 12am
;; Saturday, Ifiim io 10pm ^; :
Sunday, 12fHnfto12ani >

This just in-. Jarvis has been overrun by
some strange alien creature — no, not
Women. siLLy — reaL Live, extraterrestrials!
Find a hiding spot and pray that they don't
find your booze] Oh. I'm sorry, that was
only a radio program, tee bee. &ut you'd
5-fciLL do WeLL to hide a(i your absinthe,
ro^nr checks are coming up soon.

£>EceM&eft- 22 - oAWUAfty 19

Ah. what a Wonderful season faLL is. With
E?asebaLL and hot cider. In this match up
between two New York Crty teams. hoWeVer. who are you to choose? WeLL root
for them Yanks. I doubt that they LL be
around for Long. &ut d«i't hold it against
the giants fans, after aLL i t s only a game
And roosters never We.
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Team America 6ringA
Cij'niciAro. to Puppeto

ig, 2 0 0 4

iood Charlotte Doesn't Ro
ERIC DAUCHER
ARTS WRITER

' Anyone who has been watching any television at all in the last
CHRIS BASLER
Sarah, who possesses "psychic"
month or so is probably aware
ARTS WRITER
abilities. The team's fifth mem- that Good Charlotte recently
ber, Carson, is lost in the Paris
Homeland security is a phrase
released their third album The
mission, much to the chagrin of
that has, through its constant
Chronicles of Life and Death.
Lisa, his girlfriend.
usage in the past three years,
Given the enormous amount of
acquired much reverence. Many
Team America's fearless
hype surrounding the album, and
leader, Spottswoode, recruits
people take this aspect of our
the promise that it would feature a
nation quite seriously, and do not Gary Johnston, a Broadway actor
darker more mature sound than
starring in the AIDS musical
believe it's a laughing matter.
their previous two albums pos"Lease," to do some highly covert
These people should not see Team
sessed, I thought it might be
acting for Team America. Gary is
America: World Police.
worth giving it a listen.
hesitant, seeing as how his acting
Team America, conceived by
I took a trip down to the local
was once the root of a deeply
Trey Parker and Matt Stone, the
www.goodcharlotte.com
Best Buy, and was immediately
confronted with the first annoying
GC's new album is childish, boring, and overall pretty terrible.
the new title drawn on. The one and the Hopeless. Unfortunately,
thing about the album. The suits
notable addition was the enorover at Epic Records had the brilthis time around the intro reeks of
mous FBI logo warning against
liant idea to release the album in
pretentiousness, and features
music piracy.
two versions: Life, and Death.
guest singers providing vocals in
Each features a different bonus
Some might question why I Japanese over the band's instrutrack in the apparent hope that
bothered to put the album in the
mental. There simply isn't anysome fanatical fans would buy
CD player at all given these warnthing redeeming about the intro
both. Despite this ill omen, I
ing signs, but I had some faith in
track, if you must buy the album,
decided to buy the Life version
the old "Don't judge a book by its do yourself a favor and skip this
and give it a chance.
cover" bit. In case you haven't
"song."
Opening the album I found' guessed it by now, I didn't come
Thankfully, after the first
TeamAmerica.com
away from this experience with a
irritating item number two about
track the album improves noticeThe puppets of Team America protect the United States.
positive impression.
The Chronicles of Life and Death.
ably. The album's title track,
Where
there
should
have
been
creators of the ubiquitous "South
tragic incident from his past.
First, the lead track on the
which follows the intro, is exactly
Park," is a movie about our cur- Taking him by flying limo to the some interesting new album art,
album is a semi-instrumental
what a band like GC should be
there was a discolored version of
rent, ongoing national "crisis"
Team America headquarters
intro similar to what was found
see GOOD on page 16
entiis_I> acied by marionettes.
rhside
Mount
Rushmore," •their last ilBum's artwdrk, witfi On their last release, The Young
Supposedly inspired by Parker
Spottswoode explains his plan. If
and Stone's viewing of the origiGary can infiltrate a group of ternal British television series
rorists, Team America might be
Maria Full'of Grace Oct. 17-20
"Thunderbirds," the use of the
able to learn the source of all the
7:30 p.m.
marionettes (in addition to just
WMDs being used in terrorists
(2004) The winner of this year's Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival is an
plain being funny) cleverly sugattacks and help to stop a catasauthentic edge-of-your-seat film by first time director Joshua Marston. In Maria Full of
gests that everyone involved in
trophe that could be a thousand
Grace, the political isn't merely personal, it's flesh and blood physical, as a young pregnant Colombian woman makes a risky bid for a new life by swallowing 62 pellets of heroin and then boarding a jet to New York City. Actress Catalina Sandino Moreno rejects the
\
hackneyed stereotype of a third world victim for the more challenging role of a gutsy
... Kim Jong II provides the movie with
young woman who trades a life of poverty for the promise of the unknown. The
one of its best musical numbers.
Wednesday night screening of Maria Full of Grace, presented by the Latin American and
Iberian Film Series, will be followed by a speaker and a discussion.
the whole ordeal is nothing more
than a puppet.
As the film begins, we see a
crude puppet limping lifelessly
across a poorly drawn Parisian
backdrop. Then, the camera pans
out to reveal that this is merely a
puppet show within a puppet
show. The actual puppets and
their environments look stunning.
However, all is not right in
Paris: shifty-eyed Middle Eastern
stereotypes are preparing to detonate a Weapon of Mass
Destruction right below the Eiffel
Tower. But just in the nick of
time, the heroic Team America
arrives via helicopter and fighter
jet. After a cursory warning,
("You in the robes! Drop the
WMD and get down on the
ground!") Team America springs
into righteous, violent action.
By the end of the scene, the
Eiffel Tower, the Arc de
Triomphe, and about five terrorists are vanquished thanks to
Team America.
The team consists of Lisa, the
psychology expert; Joe, a former
quarterback; Chris, who has a
strange aversion to actors, and

times worse than 9/11 (911,000,
to be exact).
The source of the WMDs is
Kim Jong II, North Korea's dictator, who in the movie has a voice
reminiscent of Elmer Fudd and
Eric Cartman. In fact, he is
voiced by Parker, who also provides Cartman's voice on "SouthPark." In addition to having a

Ghost in the Shell: Innocence Oct. 21-23
21-22 at 7:30 p.m. and 23 at 2:30 and 7:30
(2004) Devotees of Japanese anime have reason to celebrate, as the sequel to the
visionary Ghost in the Shell makes its Hartford Premiere at Cinestudio. Set in not-too-distant 2032. a part-cyber cop named Batou is on the trail of renegade killer dolls, programmed to function as sex toys. Accompanied by his loyal basset hound, Batou searches melancholy urban streets for the murderous dolls, who may have discovered their own
humanity. Mamoru Oshii throws a swirling sea of ideas and images up on the screen:
Blade Runner, Jean-Luc Godard, and the work of Surrealist artist Hans Bellmer. And the
stunning mix of CGI and hand drawn animation will blow you away... "You can call me
fanboy, but this is the best anime I've ever seen." J.Hoberman, Village Voice.
Festival Express Oct. 22-23
9:40 p.m.
(2004) Rumors have long circulated about a firm shot and then lost that documented
one of Rock and"Roll's most amazing journeys: a five-day ride on a private train across
Canada, with legends Janis Joplin, the Grateful Dead, the Band, and more on board.
Thirty-four years later, that footage has been tracked down and re-pieced together by a
team of film detectives, giving us the best concert movie in many years. As the musicians
party, indulee in late-night jams, perform concerts and hang out, the collective spirit of the
60s lives again. Most incendiary are the performances by Janis Joplin, three months before
her death, singing the blues as if she really could change the cosmos.

TeamAmerica.com

The leader pauses after battle.
hilarious voice, Kim Jong D. provides the movie with one of its
best musical numbers.
This brings me to another one
of the excellent points of Team
America: the music. The instru-

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb Oct. 24-26
24 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., 25-25 at 7:30 p.m.
(1964) A group of war-hungry military men plan a first strike that moves the world
towards total annihilation - wait a minute, what year was this film released? Cinestudio's
Film 101 series of great films presents the new and restored 40th anniversary print of
Stanley Kubrick's classic black comedy, as hilarious and frightening as it was at the height
of the Cold War. Peter Sellers is brilliant in three wild roles: Captain Mandrake, the lone
voice of reason, the dithering President Merkin Muffley, and Dr. Strangelove, a psychotic
nuclear scientist still loyal to 'Mein Fuehrer.' "It's one of the greatest - and undoubtedly the
most hilarious - antiwar statements ever put to film. See it before the world ends."
Marjorie Baumgarten, Austin Chronicle. After the screening Monday evening, join a special FilmlOl discussion in the nearby Raether Library cafe
cinestudio.org

see CRAZED on page 17
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A List of the Top Five Good Charlotte's Latest
Superhero Films Ever Neither Catchy nor Fun

Enough" and the bonus track "Falling
Away" are pretty decent works, they just
aren't enough to carry the album as a
whole. Keep in mind, I honestly enjoyed
the first two Good Charlotte albums, so
what exactly went wrong with this one?
Simply put it doesn't have any really great
songs.
You won't find any ballads to rival
"Motivation Proclamation" or anything as
catchy as "Wondering" which in my opinion remain the two best songs by GC to
date. While it is hard to find any specific
songs on The Chronicles of Life and Death,
aside from the abysmal intro, to condemn
as awful, there just aren't enough good
songs to elevate it to the worthwhile level.
4. Hellboy (2004)
The overall feel of the album is simply
Guillermo del Toro turned down Harry
bland, especially the aptly named lead sinPotter and the Prisoner of Azkaban to
gle "Predictable."
www.goodcharlotte.com
direct Hellboy, and I am glad he did.
Unlike GC's first two albums, you're
Hellboy, a relatively unknown comic book, Good Charlotte think they are cool.
unlikely to find any of the songs off this
tells the story of a demon brought to earth you could think of "S.O.S" as a prequel to one stuck in your head after a listen. If
by the Nazis who is then rescued and raised "Hold On." While the guitar work is by no you're a die-hard Good Charlotte fan, go
from infancy by American forces, and means brilliant, it is certainly passable, and ahead and pick it up, but don't expect it to
trained to fight evil. Ron Perlman, who the meaningful lyrics make up for what match the quality either their serf-titled disc
www.math.sc.edu
worked with del Toro in Blade II, is perfect flaws the song does have. The song is a or The Young and the Hopeless. If you're
Reeve and daughter campaign.
as the title character, although virtually reasonable pop-punk effort that is more or not a die-hard fan, you might just want to
unrecognizable
under layers of makeup. less what one has come to expect from the let this one go.
That is why it was particularly distressband.
ing when, in 1995, he broke his neck after
being thrown from a horse. This was a man
Oddly enough "S.O.S" is followed up
who once could fly, and now he could no
by what can only be described as a fusion
longer walk. But it was after his near-fatal
of disco, rap, and rock in "I Just Wanna
accident in 1995 that Reeve proved himself
Live" which describes the band's new outa real hero by becoming a worldwide advolook on life now that they are members of
cate of spinal cord research. He actively
the rich and famous class that they were
lobbied the entertainment industry and
made famous for mocking. Oh, sweet
Congress to pay more attention to social
irony.
and medical issues.
The rest of the album is far from
In Reeve's own words "A hero is an
remarkable. While the songs "The World
www.amazon.com
ordinary individual who finds the strength
is Black," "In this World," "It Wasn't
The cover of GC's new album.
to persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles." This is why Reeve
will forever be Superman, not because of a
part he played in the seventies and eighties,
but because he defied the odds, brought
hope to those around him, and used what
power he had to change the world for the
better.
home.att.net
Chamber Music Recital
In honor of Christopher Reeve and the
Superman simply cannot be beat
Tuesday, Oct 19 at 8 p.m.
Superman series that spawned dozens of
HamlinHall
films about superheros, I've composed a Hellboy has plenty of laughs and scares,
An evening of chamber music from the Baroque andClasslc eras presented by
list of the greatest superhero movies ever including a frightening underwater
students and faculty coaches. Presented in the beautiful Hamlin Hall, a soaring
made, ranging from the 70s to 2004.
sequence. What makes it stand out among
Gothic-style refectory with warm acoustics located across from Cinestudio.
members of its genre is its character relaThe program includes: String Quintet, K. 515 and "Kegelstadt" Trio, K. 498 by
tionships, especially thatbetween Hellboy
5. X-Men 2 (2003)
W.A. Mozart; Sonata in D-minor, op. n #2 by Michel Blavet; Nachtgesang
While the original was heavy on expo- and Liz Sherman, played by Selma Blair.
(Nocturne), op. 83 #6 by Max Bruch; Trio Sonata in E-minor by Johann Adolf Hasse;
sition, the sequel blends narrative and
and Sonata IH in E-minor, op.34 #3 by Joseph Bodin de Boismortier.
action much more efficiently. X-Men 2
3. The Crow (1994)
details the mounting tension between
One of the darkest superhero movies
Mark Robinson, Portostatic, and Guests in Concert
Tuesday, Oct 26 at 8 p.m.
humans and mutants following the attemptHamlin Hall
ed assassination of the President of the
see SUPERMAN on page 17
Musician Mark Robinson performs in Hamlin Hall. He will be joined by Mac
from Portostatic, along with other special guests for this singular event.
EVAN NORRIS

United States by a teleporting mutant.
ARTS EDITOR
Professor X and his X-Men are forced into
an uneasy alliance with Magneto and his
Oct. 10, Christopher Reeve died of
heart failure. The next day, more than one henchmen in order to avoid complete anniof my friends approached me, saying, hilation. The special effects set pieces are
"Superman died." They were not being all eye-popping, especially the opening
insensitive or trying to be cute, but simply scene in the White House and a fight
stating what in many people's minds is a sequence between Wolverine and Lady
fact. Since the release of Superman in Deathstrike (Kelly Hu) that took three
1978, Christopher Reeve has been synony- weeks to film. But it is Hugh Jackman who
ultimately makes this movie work.
mous with the Man of Steel.
Jackman, who plays Wolverine, proves
how important casting is in a movie like
this, and his performance brings gravity to
the X-Men series.

WOMEN 18-30: DO YOU WANT TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY?
The Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center at The Institute of
Living at Hartford Hospital is looking for women between the ages
of 18- 30. Qualifying persons will be asked to complete questionnaires and do a short computer task. The process should take about
an hour to complete. All the tests are safe and you can stop at anytime. Women who participate should be between the ages of 18
and 30, physically healthy, and free of major psychiatric illness.
Participants will earn $20 for participating in the study.
HIC# 1990
If you are interested in joining this study, please call Sarah, study
coordinator, at 860-545-7802 and mention you are interested in the
'ED study.'

continued from page 15
producing: decent pop-punk with a catchy
beat.
Without a doubt its one of the bright
spots on the album, and its an honest shame
that the rest of the songs generally fail to
live up to this standard.
Another notable track on the album is
"S.O.S," which portrays a teenager trying
to deal with suicidal thoughts. For those
familiar with Good Charlotte's prior works,

Independent Rock Music Record Label Lecture and Q and A
Tuesday Oct 26 at 4:00 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19, 3rd floor
Robinson is best known as the guitarist and vocalist of the beloved indie pop band
Unrest, in addition to being the entrepreneur of Teen Beat Records, a label that fired
off its first release in 1985. An influential member of Washington D.C. music
scene, Mark will share his insights on independent music, creating a record label,
politics, and Ms work as a graphic designer in an engaging lecture! He will be
joined by Mac, owner of Merge Records, along with several others.
The Annual Musical-Theater Revue
Thursday, Oct 28 - Saturday, Oct 30 at 8 p.m.
Check listings for additional show times.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
This spirited revue features over a dozen performers in excerpts from Broadway
musicals of the last ten years. This student production - celebrating the 28th year of
musical theater at Trinity - is directed by Professor Gerald Moshell of Trinity's
Department of Music.
.
austinarts.org
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Crazed Puppeto Aing Superman Stands the Test of Time
and Wreak flovoc
continued from page 16
made, The Crow centers around
Eric Draven, brought back to life

continued from, page 15
mental scores aren't entirely out
of the realm of John Williams,
while the original songs provide
some of the strongest laughs in
the picture. From the film's jingoistic theme "America ... F**k
yeah!" to the Toby Keith inspired
"Freedom Costs a Buck O' Five,"
Parker and Stone provide no
shortage of great musical numbers. Also thoroughly enjoyable
is the movie's satire of traditional
action movie elements. The snappy one liner, the tearful death
speech, and even the use of montages all receive playful mocking.
But the terrorists and their
freedom-loving enemies are not
the only people lampooned in the
movie. Liberal Hollywood is also
ridiculed to no end. A coalition of

actors, headed by Alec Baldwin,
is formed to fight back for peace.
The organization's name? The
Film Actor's Guild, or F.A.G.
Even Michael Moore makes an
appearance as a suicide bomber.
But the big question is this:
where's President Bush and his
Cabinet? With everyone else get- ;
ting roasted, it's sort of surprising
and disappointing to see absolutely no mention of the very real
people who created the way of
life mocked throughout the film.
In the end, though, maybe this
makes the movie even more original, for not falling into the almost
cliched hobby of parodying the
president. And after all, maybe
his absence provides the answer
to one of the film's nagging questions: who's pulling the strings?

TeamAmerica.com

The peace-keeping puppets line up to deliver violent justice.

www.xmenthemovie.com

Hugh jsckman plays Wolverine.

by a spectral crow after he and his
fiance are brutally murdered.
Following his resurrection,
Draven, empowered with new
abilities, hunts down his killers to
seek vengeance. The familiar
revenge plot is made up for by
visual style and tone, and some
terrific performances, most
notably by Brandon Lee, who
died during production. The
film's production design, by Alex
McDowell, is also a highlight.
The Vrow was director Alex
Proyas' first major movie; he has
since gone on to direct visionary

movies like Dark City, and, most
recently, /, Robot.

2. Spider-Man 2 (2004)
Not only is Spider-Man 2 one
of the best-superhero movies ever
made, but one of the best firms of
the year as well. Director Sam
Raimi, of Evil Dead fame,
seemed somewhat uncomfortable
directing the first installment of
the Spider-Man series, but he is in
complete control in this sequel,
which raises every aspect of theoriginal to new heights. The
action is kinetic and exhilarating,
and Spider-Man 2 boasts one of
the best action set pieces I've ever
seen in a movie. Also, the quieter
moments between Peter Parker
and Mary-Jane Watson are moving and convincing. The casting
of Alfred Molina as Doc Ock, the
movie's villain, was a stroke of
genius. Molina makes Ock his
own, transforming his character
into a conflicted and menacing
enemy, a far cry from Willem
Dafoe's cartoonish rendition of
the Green Goblin. The very fact
that Raimi and his team were able
to make a blockbuster movie with
as much heart as muscle is a
Hollywood anomaly.
1. Supemian (1978)
Still the best, Superman
remains an example of why people go to the movies. Telling the
story of the orphan Kal-El,
Superman traces his life from the

alien world of Krypton to Earth,
his childhood in Smallville, and
his career in Metropolis. The
movie is not all that heavy on
action and violence, but the
scenes that require it contain
some inventive special effects.
Full of magic and awe, the movie
closest to Superman must be Star
Wars: both are large in size and
scope, both are grandly entertaining, both have a sense of wonder
and excitement and adventure,
and both deal with innocence and
heroism. Today, complicated

1,71*

.
wvvw.thecrowmovie.com

Brandon Lee seeks revenge.

explosions and solitary warriors
destroying armies single-handedly dominate many action movies.
Superman was made in a simpler
time, and deals with something
very basic: the determination to
overcome "the obstacles in our
lives. Christopher Reeve made us
believe that was possible.

-?•••'
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iaturdeiy, October 23, 2004
8:30aJn.-l p.m.
Manchester Commuiiify College
SSM Charitable Foundation Auciiforlmti, AST Center
"Globalization" has become one of the oft-repeated buzzwords of our time.
Some loud voices condemn globalization, while many others praise it. But what is
"globalization?" How will it affect our lives, how has it altered our environment,
and what changes will it bring to the world we live in? This year, the Global Issues
Conference brings to campus three speakers who will help us to develop a more
extensive understanding of this phenomenon called "globalization."
We hope that you may join us for this event.

Globo! Issues Speakers
Dr. Jens Christiansen, Professor of Economics and Environmental Studies
Mount Holyoke College, "Glob! Environmental Policy: What Heeds to Be Done?"

SSfc,-"1

i££@&K!3I

Dr. GiuSio M. Golarotfi, Associate Professor, Department of Government, WesSeyan University
The International Trading System a d the U.S. Economy: Historical Perspectives and Future Prospects."
Dr. Guanziiong James Wen, Associate Professor, Department of Economic, Trinity College
"China, the United Stoles, and the Gbbol Economy."
The conference is free and open to the public.

www.mcc.commnef.edu

AIIForOnePass.com

OIv. $198-
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Hamlet Director Discusses Her Art and Inspiration
Shannon Fillion Sits Down With Tripod to Discuss Her Thesis Performance and the Ideas That Informed It
continued from page 1
and what to cut?
SF: The cut was easy because
I knew very clearly what I wanted
to keep. I wanted to explore the
relationships between characters,
especially that between Hamlet
and Ophelia. So very extraneous
characters, along with their subplots were cut immediately.
During my first cut, the script
went from 120 to 40 pages.
After that it was just trimming out excess material or very
archaic references that would

it was still Hamlet's words but we
hear them through her point of
view.
TT: In your director's notes
you mention Peter Brook as an
inspiration for your thesis. How
did his perspective on theater
shape your own.
SF: I've always admired
Peter Brook for his ability to
combine classical texts with modern theory without it seeming too
pretentious or too trite. That's
what I am really trying to aspire
to so I can combine my classical

Abi Moldover

David Calder '08 and Chris Simpson '06 contemplate life.
clutter the shortened version. I
also tried to give Hamlet and
Ophelia more of an equal voice in
the play by cutting many of
Hamlet's soliloquies.
Those I did not want to cut
were either given to Hamlet as in
the script or written out and read
by Ophelia as letters that she has
received from Hamlet. That way

training with the experimental
ideas that I have learned here at
Trinity.
TT: What would you say is
the most "experimental" aspect of
your interpretation of Hamlet?
SF: Experimental is such a
broad term in theater these days,
but I would say one thing that I
have learned from theorists like

Artaud is that the text cannot
stand alone in theater. Every
aspect must speak together: the

ing gets lost.
TT: Since you're graduating a
semester early, you had half as

"I also tried to give Hamlet and Ophelia
more of an equal voice in the play..."
-Shannon Fillion
lights, the costumes, the action,
the music, and the text. With
Shakespeare, all we have is the
text, so it is up for immense interpretation. I can have the text say
something, but all the other
aspects can work against that text
and change the meaning entirely.
TT: Since Shakespeare wrote
in a language that we are not
comfortable hearing and comprehending, what steps did you take
to make sure the text was clearly
understood by your audience?
SF: I had four weeks to put
the show together and a full two
weeks of this was spent unpacking the text. I spent my last two
summers studying outside of
Trinity and learning and refining
exercises that help make the text
jump off the page so it's not a literary work but a live play.
I also believe that once the
actor understands what he or she
is saying utterly and completely,
then the meaning will be conveyed to the audience. It is when
parts of the text are glazed over or
passed off as archaic and not
given proper time that the mean-

crew. As for any new insight, I
think it helped mostly with my
own process, as hi I know now
what I am doing when I direct a
show that seems to work and
what I should revise.
I've learned that from every
show I've done but this one in
particular took up much more of
my time and effort and it is inspiring to see it come to life. I want
so badly to jump into another
show because this experience was
so fun and satisfying.

much time as the rest of the theater/dance students doing theses.
How did you manage to pull this
off and not lose your mind?
SF: I had to work a bit backwards, because usually all the
academic stuff is done by the time
{he performance is created, so
many theses are working from a
particular person that has been
studied or a particular type of theater. But since I had barely begun
my really academic research, I
created my own performance
from my ideas that were inspired
by Peter Brook but not taken from
him or following his mold. In
fact, the more I am reading now
the more I can tell how I differ
from those that I am studying and
how they fit into my ideas instead
of how I can fit myself to them.
TT: Now that the performance is over, looking back, are
you satisfied with the way it
went? Did putting on this performance give you a new insight
that was surprising in any way?
SF: I am definitely satisfied •
Abi Moldove
with how it went. I was blessed Scott Troost '05 and Sarah
with a very hardworking cast and
Lappe '06 play royally.

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming iesyme Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On-Campu$ infem&w$!
Tuesday, October 19
Meredith Broadcasting Group (WFSB)- Topical Writer/ Producer
Wednesday, October 2Q
Supreme Court of the United States- Cataloging Technician
Thursday, October 21

• Wednesday* October27

Grove Creek Asset Management- Assistant to Portfolio Management
Team
Thursday, October 28
WhenU.Coift- Analyst, Search Operations.
The Hartford-Accountant; Associate Underwriter; Complex Claim
Group Representative

%St. Paul's Travetats-C Interviews on Campus 18/27^94)
Product Analyst; Pricing Analyst •

Friday,October29

Corporate Environmental Advisors, Inc.- Project and Staff Scientists
and Engineers

Q> Carney, Sandoe and Associated Interviews on Campus
ll/3/04)Teachers/ Administrators in Independent Schools

Friday. October 22
%
S G C o w a n - ( Interviews o n CaiRptis 10/28/04)
Investment B a n k i n g Analyst
Dartmouth College- Assistant Director of Leadership/ Giving;
Associate Director of Leadership/ Giving
Town of Cheshire—Police Officer
Aerotek CE-Mechanical Designer with Unigraphics
Connecticut Valley Girls Scout Council- Program Coordinator (Peer
Safe Dating); Program Coordinator
Saturday, October23
*» State of Connecticut- Office Assistant: Judicial Branch/ Human
Resources
Sunday, October 24
5 Teach for America- Teach for America Corps 2005- Corps Member
' ' (Information Session 11/17/04, 7-8:30 in CSO)
Monday, October 25
New Dimensions in Technology, irsc- Web Usability Professional
Tuesday, October 26
?, Avon Self Storage-Office Sales Person
£ Dartmouth College- External Relations Manager
Belcan Tech Services— Mechanical Engineer; Aircraft Engineers

wf&mmwlwywrtwif'^

•

. . . . ;_ .

American Express Financial Advisors, Inc.— Financial Advisor
Catholic Family Services- Academic Support Team Choice Worker
Combined Jewish Philanthropies- Administrative Assistant;
Administrative Assistant in Development
Butler Technical Group- Quality Assurance Tech Writer Analyst;
Quality Engineer
Saturday, October 30

Supreme Court of the United States- Payroll and Employee Relations
Specialist
Lockheed Martin Corporation- Engineering Position
FLAG Capital Management— Analyst Position
University of Connecticut Health. Center- Student Assistants
Mather Corporation— Accounting/ Payroll/ Reception
Interlock Media, Inc.- Associate Producer
Knowledge Delivery Systems- Educational Sales Professional
EF Education- Regional Manager, Cultural'Au Pair; Tour Consultant
Judge Baker Children's Center- Participant Locator/ Research
Assistant
:
Carnegie Communications— Data Analyst
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
htlp://lrincotl.erecra{tlng.cotTi
We're avaiiabie Monday through Friday, S:30 AM to 5:80 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:«J to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, specla! programs and fob listings
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7 p.m.

»'

The
Webster
• Theater •
• • 9

Oct. 29

%

Lectures

6th Annual Fonghoulish Freakout: •
The Breakfast (Psychedelic) Addison •
Groove Project
,*
>

12 p.m. WED., OGT. 19

e

WOMEN'S CENTER LOUNGE

Otherwise, Kudzu, Ten To . "
The Hour
„•*

MAKING OUR OPINIONS
KNOWN:
WRITING ABOUT WOMEN'S
ISS UES IN THE ELECTION

•

I
.6 p.m.
Oct. 19
"

KMFDM
• • Social Distortion •

Population 1

*. Nuno Bettencourt, Invictus, „" *, Tiger Army, The88
% Dirty Epic, X Ray Mind; /
\
Explosion e 8
8
"«
Tragically Said,
%
o"
e
" • • • . Vertigo . . . • "
*••••••

Classifieds
Work Around Glasses This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded. Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-2420670
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: - Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a -word. E-mail

BESSY REYNA w i n READ A COLLECTION OF HER HARTFORD COURANT
COLUMNS TO DISCUSS THE INSPIRATION AND THINKING PROCESS
BEHIND HER WRITING.

;

DJ Acucrack 8*
...

Chapel Happenings
,
12

OCT.

20

Coi^uy
(Crypt Chapel)

SUNDAY,. OCT.
5:15 p.nv. TrOmty VESPERS
6 p.m/. Holy tuchcwL&t
(Crypt Chapel)

5 p.nv.
6 p.m/.

9:30 p.wi:

Rosary
TUUKSVAY, OCT.. 21
4 p. vru SacrcwweArJ: of

6:30 p.wu Zew Meditation/
(Cr/pt Chapel)

10 p.wv. Romany Catholic Ma&y
TUZSVAY, OCT. 6
9:30 p.wv. BANQUET
(FrCe#ul$hip Chapel)

"Hcwe/ faiths On/aU/fhat i& good/, cund/your life/ wCU/be>evwiched/
heyond/ measure/."
-- Aruynyni&toy
Plea^e'vi&Ctow•Web-yite/air. www.triMxx^.edAA/chapelftyr worship
bchediAlefr awlfurifher Onfbrmatum/on/Chapel evewty.

Events S
Rising Star Breakfast
7:30 a.m. Oct. 19
WRCH Nite of Lite Laughter
7 p.m. Oct. 19
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
10:30 a.m. Oct. 20
Capitol Steps
7:30 p.m. Oct. 21
Mariachi Cobre
8 p.m. Oct. 23
Music at the Movies
11 a.m. Oct. 23
Lyie Lovett, John Hiatt, Joe Ely,
Guy Clark
7:30 p.m. Oct. 24

^ -* "*
The Evolution of Evolution
*" • ** The Raether Library and Information Technology Center is ** <
holding a celebration to mark the acquisition of its one-millionth \
volume—the first American edition of Darwin's On the Origin of %
Species (New York, i860).
/
4 p.m., Oct. 25, The Joslin Family 1823 Room
/
^"o^ For more information contact Dr. Jeffrey Kaimowitz at ^ " ^
*""•*-.„
(860) 297-2266.
'^-^

• "*

and Canadian Pharmaceutical
** %
%
y"
Policy: A Tale of Two Countries
s
/ Symposium to focus on issues surrounding the phar- s %
* maceutical reunportation debate with scholars, attorneys %
1 and politicians from the U.S and Canada taking part. {
* 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Oct. 29, Davis Courtroom at The ^
University of Connecticut School of Law.
^
RSVP requested: (860) 570-5297
r
**>,^ ormconnoll@law.uconn.edu. <<<-.**'

f
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TCIC on the Street
NASDAQ 1936.52 Yld. +7SM%

BJIA9.9SjS.32 ¥ld.+.23%

RUSSELL 2000 572103
-•VI

5yr, Note.3.30

lOyr. Note 4.Q5

TCIC's Pick: ANF

ANF: Abercrombie &Rtch
flHF Da i I y

10^18^2004

© BigCharts.coM
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Bush v. Kerry
Who's Better for the Market?
As with every Presidential
election, the outcome has a very
large impact on the perceived performance of the economy and
consequently the stock market for
the next four years. The stakes
are higher this year, as the two
candidates, President George
Bush and Senator John Kerry
have contrasting plans on various
market determinants, ranging
from taxes to job growth.
Beginning with a brief overview
of President Bush's policies, one
can see that his plans involve
returning taxpayer money to the
families, entrepreneurs, innovators, and investors who earned it.
Furthermore, his strategy focuses
on building a skilled and effective
workforce for the 21st century,
encouragement of a pro-growth,
fair and simpler tax plan, promoting research and development in
the private and public sectors,
opening markets for American
goods across the world, and
reducing our energy dependence.
While President Bush's campaign
centers on small businesses and
tax breaks for large companies,
Senator Kerry is more concerned
with the middleclass, which he
believes is crucial for a strong
economy. Senator Kerry plans
on providing middleclass families
with tax breaks and repealing

those granted under President
Bush for people earning over
$200,000 a year. Senator Kerry
has also outlined his goals of protecting the American investor
with sensible reform, cutting
taxes for businesses that create
jobs in America and enforcing
trade agreements.
Although many of their
ambitions overlap, the candidates
have contrasting methods of
obtaining their goals. For job
growth, many economists believe
that Kerry addresses the heart of
the issue, in that workers are
expensive. Yet, they feel that
Kerry's plan of reducing health
care costs and giving tax breaks
for businesses creating jobs in
America will have little real
effect. Economists are even
more skeptical about Bush, as
they believe permanent tax cuts
would increase consumer spending but have little impact on creating jobs, while worsening the
federal deficit. Overall, there
seems to be little if any positive
effect on creating new jobs from
either
candidate's
plans.
Unfortunately, this means that
there will be no gain in the stock
market coming from new job
growth. Economists are also
skeptical on the respective tax
plans, as they doubt either will

stimulate
the
economy.
Furthermore, they believe that the
candidates' strategies will only
worsen the deficit, which will
lead to higher future interest rates
and consequently making it more
expensive for companies to borrow for investment. However,
Bush's tax cuts for large corporations should allow these companies to experience higher profits,
which in turn would lead to higher future stock prices. When it
comes to energy prices, economists believe that Bush has the
advantage, as his plans involve
both the supply and demand.
Bush supports increased domestic
oil production and tax incentives
for hybrid cars and renewable
energy sources. Kerry seems to
be focusing strictly on the
demand side, by enforcing efficiency standards for cars and tax
incentives for consumers who
buy them.

In conclusion, it appears
from the mixed opinions presented by economists that there is no
winner between the candidates.
With that, one has to look at each
candidates' proposed plans and
determine who they believe will
be better at stimulating the economy.

Word of the Week Book Value
The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet. In other words,
the cost of an asset minus accumulated depreciation. Comparing the book value
of a stock to the market value is a good way to assess if a stock is a good "value
stock."
Assets - Liabilities = Book Value

As most of you know, ANF is
a specialty retailer that owns
Abercrombie & Fitch, abercrombie (for kids), and Hollister Co.
Their merchandise is sold
throughout the United States and
through the ANF catalogue.
Abercrombie & Fitch targets ages
18 through college, abercrombie
kids targets ages 7-14, and
Hollister Co. targets ages 14-18
year olds
Retail is the second largest
industry in the United States, and
thus, is important in everyone's
life. Most recently, August back
to school sales were disappointing, and this has had an adverse
affect on ANF and many ofJ its
competitors. Also, consumers
are starting to feel the effect of
higher gasoline prices and to be
more frugal. Obviously, with the
holiday season approaching, the
retail industry will be in the news
and interesting to follow.
In order to value ANF, it is
helpful to look at some key financial ratios. Some of the most
important ratios in retail are the
PE ratio, the price to book value
ratio, and the price to free cash

flow ratio. By looking at these
three ratios, it is easy to see that
ANF is selling at a discount to the
rest of the retail industry. ANF's
PE ratio is 16.52, its price to book
value ratio is 3.74, and its price to
free cash flow is 12.36. The
retail industries respective ratios
are 24.68, 5.41, and 17.83. This
shows that securities analysts
expect below average growth
from ANF compared to the rest of
the industry.
Some analysts are negative on
ANF because same store sales
declined on a year over year basis
in two out of its three segments
(Abercrombie & Fitch and abercrombie kids). Also, ANF is
continuing to lose market share to
some of its competitors such as
American Eagle and Aeropostle.
On the other hand, ANF stock has
done well recently because it
announced that not only has it
opened 102 new stores, but that
September sales increased by 17
percent on a year over year basis.
Also, Hollister Co continues to
perform well. ANF should be a
great one to watch during the next
few months.

NYTimes Briers
Insurance Investigation Widens to Include a
Look at Costs The New York attorney general is
pursuing reports of payoffs that may increase
coverage costs for tens of millions.
A New Trial of Celebrex, and Questions on Its
Timing Pfizer said that it would sponsor a major
clinical trial of Celebrex, its prescription arthritis
pain medication, to assess the cardiovascular
benefits of the drug.
Private Investors Abroad Cut Their Investments
in the U.S. The flow of foreign capital contracted
in August as private investors lost some of their
appetite for American stocks and bonds, underscoring the United States' increasing dependence
on financing from central banks in Asia.
Poll Shows Tie: Concerns Cited on Both Rivals
Voters hold a critical view of President Bush's
record, but they have reservations about Senator
John Kerry, according to the latest New York
77mtv/CBS News Poll.
J.B.\f.\s 3rd-QuarterJProfit Beats Analysts!
Predictions 1.JJ.M. delivered a solid quarterly
performance that pointed to modest if uneven
improvement in the corporate technology sector.
Google._En\T..Is Fojnenting Search Wars
Propelled by Google, envy, new players and
Internet industry giants are rushing into the
online search market.

in a row.
The next day of the '.
quad match the Bantan
two matches and bro
They faced Middlebury
lost 3-2 in a competitiv
Trinity lost two of the :
games but then came ba
25-22 deficit in the fourt
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BANTAMS IN THE CROWD
Diana Dreyfus '05

When Diana Dreyfus, the senior capcontinued from page 24
Instead, the Jumbos followed their own
tain of the Women's Tennis team, beat Clair
minute, Kristen Geiger '06 scored off a plans to perfection, and blanked the
Smyser, the second-ranked plaj'er in the
New England Invitational Tennis
pass from Alexandra Dwyer '08.
Bantams 3-0, giving them their second loss
Tournament this past weekend, she knew
Goalkeeper Tara Finucane '08 spelled in a row. Co-captain Brenna Shields' eight
that her teammates were behind her all the
captain Brenna Shields '05 in the second saves were not enough to keep the game
way. 'They were great cheering me on."
half and secured a four-save shutout in her within contention as once again Trinity
Not that she really needed much help.
The senior from Scarsdalel N.Y. started
first action of the year.
gave up its first goal just before halftime.
playing tennis at age 8 when her older sisThe following Saturday, preceding "We haven't been creating as good scoring
ter introduced her to the game. Her skills
Trinity Days, the Bantams traveled to play opportunities as we had in the beginning of
progressed quickly and by age 16. she was
the Conn. College Camels. The conference the season," continued Mahoney.
playing in competitive tournaments.
rivals entered the game with a 1-3
The loss brings their record to 5-4-1
Her vast knowledge of the game has
definitely made her a more effective capNESCAC record while Trinity stood at 2-2. overall and 2-4 in conference play. Their
tain. Dreyfus said that she and co-captain
The Camels secured the shutout of the NESCAC record levels them with Conn.
Chuck Pratt
Brittany Olwine '05 "really have to be
Bantams and scored two goals. One was an College in league standings, with the
leaders because every little thing we do Dreyfus's collection, which includes an
unassisted blast by Camel midfielder Kate Camels holding the all-important tiebreak- really affects [our teammates]."
All-State and All-Section .;dcctinn in high !
Ashforth just seven minutes before the er with their head-up victory over the
Dreyfus's victory over Smyser, as well school, all while being ranked fixui iu die
half. The second goal came less than three Bantams. Nevertheless, until the Bantams
as her victory in the subsequent match this USTA Eastern Section.
Diana has ideas of someday becoming
minutes later when a Camel forward re- put together a strong showing in the past weekend shows why it was no mistake that she was ranked 40th in all a teacher and coaching tennis, but before
directed a shot just several yards from the remaining three NESCAC match-ups, they
Division IJJ women's tennis last year and any of that can become a reality, she and
Trinity goal into the back of the net.
cannot attain the seventh and final spot
named
an Intercollegiate
Tennis her teammates will look toward the spring
"We had a pretty good second half," needed to qualify for the NESCAC tournaAssociation Scholar-Athlete.
season, and try to improve or. their already
co-captain Katherine Mahoney '05 said. ment. "All the teams are really close right
Those college awards are just two in solid record this year.
"We let down for about 10 minutes, when now, every game is very important - if we
This cohesive team spirit was on diathey got their two goals."
can get two or three of the last NESCAC
play
this past Saturday, Oct. 16 as the
The Camels managed 17 shots on goal matches then we'll be set," Mahoney said
Bantams beat the- Tufts Jumbos 2-0 for
while the Bantams could only put together about making the tournament.
their third straight win. Johnson was pivnine such scoring opportunities. In the end,
Tomorrow, the Trinity Bantams face
otal in that win; stopping every shot he
the Bantams would try to play catch up but the 8-2-1 Bates College Bobcats at home.
faced during the 90-minute contest to
record his second win of the season.
to no avail, and disappointed, watched their They hope to avenge the season-ending
Even after the slow start boih he and
record fall to 2-3 in the NESCAC.
loss suffered at the hands of the Bobcats
the team had, Johnson is still optimistic I
This past Saturday featured another during the first round of last year's
about the"team's immediate future. "V.Vve •
NESCAC showdown with the Bantams NESCAC tourney. The squad will need to
got two of the better teams in the ieague
coming up and this team is now learning
playing host to the Tufts Jumbos on play to their full potential, as the powerful
how to win games." But Johnson is
Parent's Weekend. Tufts touted a 3-1-2 Bobcats are coming off a convincing 4-1
already used to winning games.
win
over
Williams.
league record into the event while the
During his senior year at Plymouth
Bantams hoped that playing back on their
On Saturday, they will meet another
North High School in Plymouth. Mass.. I
home turf would help them improve on conference foe in the Bowdoin Polar Bears,
Johnson led Ms team to the league champitheir 2-3 league mark.
who hold a 3-3-1 league record.
(>>,.. k "ratt onship. Also during bis iinai year at
Plymouth North, Johnson was his league's
Scott Johnson '08
MVP, and was selected to the Eastern
r
As the freshman goalie of the Trinity Massachusetts All Star. All State and All
Men's Soccer team, Scott Johnson has not New England teams.
had any trouble acclimating himself with
Johnson and the rest of the Bantams
the rest of the team. "Everyone is treated will now look forward to Wednesday afterthe same way..,1am expected to do the noon, when they will face off against Bates
same things and be in the same shape as the at home and will try to extend their winning streak to four games.
leading scorer of the team."

£JL

- J O N SIMONIAN, S P O R T S WRITER

Oct. 19

Volleyball ("J Koeno SUsie 7 p.m.

Get 20

Men's Soe,ct?r vs. Bales 4 p.m.
VVomon's Soocor vs. B.'ifx's 4 p.m.
• ioid Monkry vs. Bcitcs 4 p.m.

Oct 23

foolbjiH (a> Bovvcloin

I p.m.

Huld llockoy ^ Bowcloin
MUD'S

Succor (^Bowdoin

Volleyball Drops Two
Against NESCAC Rivals
"The past few weekends we have
proven
ourselves as a team to be reckoned
way."
After a short break the Bantams took with," stated HoHiS:--"We"beat Hamilton
the floor again and faced the Conn. College and Conn., and of course it is always great
Camels - this time picking up their second to get a win, but I'm sure if we saw
win against a NESCAC team. Against the Middlebury or Wesleyan again, we'd be vicCamels, Trinity rallied back from a 30-22 torious. Once again, we are a young group
defeat in the opening game to take the next of girls and each game is a learning experithree. Hollis finished with 17 kills and 18 ence - with each game and each pass we are
digs, while Hunter added 15 Mils. Trinity improving."
The Bantams play at Keene State
now stands at 7-8 overall and 2-5 in the
tonight.
NESCAC.
continued from page 21

I ! a.m.
12 p.m.

Women's Socc(;r C"^ Bowdoi.i I !:30 p.m.
VoUrybijll - Irinify Fourniimcni \s.

Clnrk/USMIVIA

11 a.m., 1 p.m.. 3 p.m.

Crow - Meiul ofOh.nrlos («> (<;imbridge

Chuck Pratt

Erin Ogilvie '07 prepares to return die ball.
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Bantams Continue Slaughter of NESCAC Teams
continued from page 24

led Hamilton's young offense with three
catches for 66 yards and a touchdown.
Hamilton started off the game at their
own 20-yard line, and Holtslag was able to
complete a big 21-yard pass to Andrew
Pisanelli on third-and-eight. But two plays
later Goldstein killed their drive by intercepting a Holtslag pass at Trinity's 48-yard
line.
Trinity took advantage of the miscue
and drove all the way down to Hamilton's
12-yard line before Leo punched it in for
seven points.
Leo's touchdown marked the beginning
of the end for the Continentals, as
Finkeldey and Leo would both score two
more touchdowns apiece to go up 34-0 at
the half. Hamilton's only score came with
11 seconds left in the third quarter, after
Trinity failed to convert on a fourth-and-17
at Hamilton's 24-yard line. On third-and10 Holtslag connected with Rinaldo for 30
yards and five j>lays later, they connected
again for 30 yards, this time for a touchdown. Freshman Jeff Carpenter blocked
the extra point, and Hamilton would not
see the end zone again.
The Continentals were outplayed from
the very beginning, with Trinity running
them ragged with their ground attack, and
building themselves an insurmountable
lead.
"We knew that Tufts was going to be
overagressive," Leo said. "We relied on our
quarterbacks and receivers, and they
stepped up and made big plays all day
long."
Tufts proved to put up as much of a
fight as a high school JV team this past
Saturday, after a 36-14 throttling. Trinity

was up 30-0 at the half, and their reserves balance all day, recording seven sacks and
played the majority of the second half. The intercepting one pass.
Jumbos' athletic incompetency was apparBrian Cammuso led Tufts with 54
ent from the very beginning, and their yards rushing and one touchdown. Widedefense resorted to twisting Trinity play- receiver Kevin Holland was held to only 3
ers' ankles at the end of plays.
receptions for 22 yards, after setting a
At the end of the first half of play, NESCAC record the previous week with
Trinity had amassed 240 total yards to 22 catches for 202 yards in a loss to
Tufts' 16. Tufts could only manage one Bowdoin.
first down to the Bantams' 13. Tuft's quarLeo shouldered the running attack for
terback Jason Casey completed zero out of the Bantams after Finkeldey left the game
on four passes and spent much of the first after one play with a sprained ankle, rushhalf on his back.
ing 21 times for 67 yards and two touchThe Jumbos were able to make the downs. Quinones ran for 50 yards on 11
score and stats more respectable in the sec- carries. Josh Pitcher '06 had an effective
ond half, albeit against Trinity's reserves. day, going 10-18 for 148 yards and one
Tufts finished with 190 total yards, 93 on touchdown.
the ground, 97 in the air, while Trinity
Freshman Chandler Barnard also
racked up 360 total yards, 148 rushing and stepped up completing 4-of-6 passes for 64
212 passing.
yards and two touchdowns. Both Pitcher
Trinity's defense kept the Jumbos off- and Barnard benefited from their great
>
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Chuck Pratt

Quarterback Josh Pitcher '06 directs the Bantam offense against the Jumbos.

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZ/V
14* Medium $8.99
16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Anchovies Broccoli
Eggplant
Garlic
Hamburger Cherry peppers
Olivees
Mushrooms Onions
Pepperoni
Peppers
Ricotta
Sausage
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $ 16.99

offensive line, giving them plenty of time
in the pocket, and not giving up a sack.
Junior Dan Mackay had three catches for
81 yards and one touchdown.
Middle-linebacker Avon Morgan '06
led the way for the Bantams, collecting
nine tackles, three of which went for losses. Defense ends Mike Blair '06 and Mike
Dendas '05 each had two sacks apiece,
while safety Kevin Quinn '06 collected
four tackles, returned an interception for
four yards and was credited with a half
sack.
Trinity opened up the scoring on a 22yard Kevin Swiniarski '07 field goal after a
six minute drive. After Tufts was stopped
on a three-and-out, Leo took the ball into
the end zone for one yard out, capping a
70-yard drive.
Tufts' offense was given no breathing
room as Trinity's secondary instituted a no
fly-zone, leaving Casey no room to complete a pass. When Casey wasn't throwing
incompletions, he was being pounded into
the turf. Trinity was tackling the Jumbos
for losses on the early downs, forcing them
to convert difficult 2nd-and-12 and 3rdand-15 situations.
"We came in with a good game plan set
up for Tufts, and they really couldn't do
anything against us," Quinn said.
Trinity travels up to Bowdoin this
Saturday, to face the 1-3 Polar Bears.
Bowdoin squandered a 38-17 lead in the
third quarter, losing 51-48 in double overtime to Hamilton this past week.
"Bowdoin beat Amherst in an overtime
game a few weeks ago, so they are a team
that is capable of an upset. We just have to
come out and play like we.know we can,"
Leo said.

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (MiW, HotBBQ)
(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8) . .
5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE
(16")
3 25
FRIES
' ' ' 2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
2.99
ONfON RINGS
2.25
CINNAMON STICS
'. . . .'.'.'.',
. " . " " 3.99
BREAD STICKS
.'.'.' 2.99
CHIPS
50

Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASHI)

" • CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

GRINDERS
COOKED SALAMI
$4.75 . . . .$9.50
PASTRAMI
'.[.'„.;
. . . . . 4.75. . . . . 9.5Q
GENOA
.„.......•
4.75 . . . . . 9.50
HAM.
.......
4.75. .
.9.50
TURKEY
4.75
. 9.50
PEPPERONI
..
4.75.
. 9.50
ROAST BEEF. . . . . . .
4.75.
. 9.50
. 9.50
TUNA
4.75.
COMBO (2 kinds of above). . . . . . . . 4.75
9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA. . . . . . . . 4.75
9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET . . . . . . .
4.75.
9.50
CHICKEN PARMiGIANA. . ;..
4.75.
. 9.50
VEAL PARMIGiANA
4.75. .
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.75,
9.50
STEAK/CHESSE
, . .'.
" 4.75. .
9.50
MEATBALLS
'
. .'.'.'.'.'. 4.75
9.50
SAUSAGE . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . " ' "-.'. *. 4.75 . . . . . 9.50
fish
4.75 . . . .... 9.50
B.L.T.
.4.75.
.9.50
VEGGiE/CHEESE
4;75
9.50
ITALIAN
. *. 4.99
9.98

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD.
.$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, iettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
-... . . . . . . . . . . . $5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lethjce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTQ
. $5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, oiives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
.$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
S5,7S
With Chicken Breast
». S7.75
TOSSED SALAD
Large $4.99. .Small 52,25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch,- Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian
Extra Dressing
•
40

DESSERT
CheeseCake $2.25
Chocolate Cake

. . .V. .Carrot Cake $2.99
.
. . . . . . S3.25

HARTFORD

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY 7k ....

74e

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fri. - Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

236-2616

Fried Chicken Ik Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95
Fish & Chips
7.95

4 Pieces Fried Chicken

7.95

Served with coleslaw & French Fries

I

Buy a Large Cheese

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)

I

with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

2 Liter Soda

$6.99
I
f — — „ » - — ,i

i

COMBO SPECIAL

I
|

I

an an'

$15,99

••maBBiiB

I

2 LITER SODA

|

with any Large Cheese Pizza

i

FREE

I
i
I

$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans o! Soda

FREE

Large Chesse
Pizza

hI

i

Pineapple and ham.

f
i
i
i

$2.00 OFF J
Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHiPS & 1 Can Soda

. FREE

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering

BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snappfe, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

HOUSE SPECIAL
MED $11.99 LARGES15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN P E S T O . . . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzafeSte,' fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarefla, shrimp and speed tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE. . . . .
MED $10.99 . U R G E $12.99
Fresh Mozzareiia, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C L A M . . . . MED. $10.99 . . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oilRANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzareiia, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN. . . . . . . MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99

§

i

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE . . . . . . $6 56
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . 7 99
SPAGHETTI OR ZIT! WITH SAUSAGE: . . . , 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMfGiANA WITH PASTA . . .7,99
CHICKEN PARMiGiANA WITH PASTA
9*95
VEAL PARMfGIANA WITH PASTA
7 99
BAKED ZITi
7 09
STUFFED SHELLS . . . . . ' . "
7 99
MEAT RAVIOLU
7 99
CHEESE RAVtOLl"'.'.'.'..".'.',','.'',' " .
7*99
includes salad and roll

Calzones

$5.99

Made fram fresh dough andfilledwith mozzarslla chesse and a touch of ncotta.

Each additional item .75
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Bants Continue to Dominate Soccer Beginning
Football Wins 18th In A Row, Hamilton and Tufts Latest Victims
To Come Together

BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity Bantams once
again toyed with their opponents
on their way to their 17th and
18th consecutive wins. Trinity
pounded an inept Hamilton team
55-6 on Oct. 9, and spanked a
bumbling Tufts team this past
weekend, 36-14- The Bantams
are now 4-0 this season, firmly in
control of the NESCAC.
Trinity's" tS consecutive wins,
dating back to the 2002 season, is
the longest streak in all of NCAA
football. The Bantams have
accomplished this with a stifling
defense, an explosive offensive,
and a sound special teams unit.
On Oct. 9, the Bantams made
the trek up to Clinton, N.Y. to
face the Hamilton Continentals
who were helpless against
Trinity's ground attack.
Trinity racked up 409 yards
on the ground to go with their 520
total yards. Hamilton in comparison, put together 239 total yards,
with 178 passing yards.
Sophomore running back
Gennaro Leo owned the Hamilton
defense, scoring four touchdowns
to go with 117 yards rushing on
10 carries. "Hamilton was a fun '
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Chuck Pratt

Tufts couldn't catch up with Jordan Quinones '07 this Saturday.
game," Leo said. "There were
holes all over the place."
Jordan Quinones '07 led all
players with 135 yards on 21 carries with one touchdown. Senior
Drew Finkeldey saw limited
action against the Continentals,
but still managed to score two
touchdowns and rush for 67
yards.
Bantam quarterbacks
completed 10-of-22 passes for
111 yards. Junior Bill Schweitzer
was 4-of-8 for 43 yards. Seniors
Brad Soules and Pat Straub each
had three catches on the day.

On defense, safety Aaron
Goldstein '05 was all over the
field, leading the Bants with
seven tackles, one interception,
and two passes defended.
Freshman linebacker Justin Leake
added 1.5 sacks and a pass
defended.
Claudius Zorokong paced the
Continentals with 40 yards on 11
carries. Brandon Holtslag was
12-for-25 with 178 yards passing
and one touchdown. Joe Rinaldo

DAVID B U C C O
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity College men's
soccer team is in the midst of a
three-game winning streak. The
Bantams, who own a 3-6-2 record,
have come alive recently, beating
Connecticut College, Eastern
Conn, and Tufts. Trinity, who has
lost four of their games in overtime or by a single goal, has finally started to play like a team and
even has a possibility of qualifying for the NESCAC tournament.
"We knew we were going to start
winning," said Drew Ahrensdorf
'07. "Coach Pilger has implemented a new system which is
going to help us over the next couple of years. We have a tremendous amount of young talent who
are going to be successful."
The
Bants
blanked
Connecticut College 2-0 with
freshmen Jon Hayes and Charlie
Fuentes providing the goals. In

Johnson played a great game in
net, shutting out the potent Tufts
offense. Calvin Vinal '08 gave
Trinity the lead that they would
never relinquish with a free kick
goal in the first half. Fuentes,
Trinity's leading goal scorer,
added some insurance with a
breakaway goal later on in the
game.
The victory was Trinity's third
in a row and will provide a lot of
momentum for the Bantam's following three games. Trinity is
playing Bates, Bowdoin and
Middlebury to end the regular season. This Wednesday marks
Trinity's last home game of the
year and is a must-win for the
Bantams if they are serious about
qualifying for the NESCAC tournament. A loss would devastate
the Bantams' chances of qualifying because then they must win the
following two games on the road.
Even if the Bantams do not

see BANTAMS on page 23

Women's Soccer On a Slide
W I L L YANG
SPORTS EDITOR
After winning four of their
first five games, including four in
a row, the women's "soccer team
has gone on to win just one in
their past five. Early season wins
against weaker NESCAC teams
including Wesleyan and Colby
gave the squad confidence heading into four consecutive road

games versus Smith, Williams,
UMass-Dartmouth, and finally,
Conn. College. Unfortunately, the
team came away from the fourgame series with a lone win versus UMass-Dartmouth, two
NESCAC losses, and a tie.
Heading into this past weekend's
home match-up with Tufts, their
overall record stood at 5-3-1.
While the team has been per-

feet against its non-league opponents, the Bants stand tied for
eighth in the NESCAC with a 2-4
league record. Their latest game,
a 3-0 loss to the Tufts Jumbos,
gave them their third straight
defeat by a league rival.
On Oct. 6, the team traveled
to North Dartmouth, Mass, to
face the UMass-Dartmouth
Corsairs. After 42 minutes of
scoreless first-h'alf action, the
Corsairs got on the board first
with a goal by Bryn Tartan.
However, the Bantams showed
some mettle by completing the
comeback with two goals in the
second half. The first came just
minutes following the intermission when forward Rachel
Talentino '08 converted on a pass
from Nicole Mauger '05, the
NESCAC assist-leader.
Trinity dominated possession
of the ball in the second half, and
managed 11 shots on goal compared to just four by the Corsairs.
The game-winning goal came just
minutes before the end of regulation time, when, in the 85th
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Kristen Geiger '06 battles a Tufts defender for the ball.
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Charlie Fuentes '08 dribbles the ball against Tufts.
the following game against
Eastern, the Bantams toughed out
a hard fought 1-0 victory.
Senior
captain
Craig
Schneider had the only goal for
Trinity, which was all they needed
for the win. Schneider's goal was
a beauty. He tried to cross the ball
into the center but instead the ball
sailed into the upper corner of the
net.
Trinity's game against Tufts
was their biggest win of the season. Tufts had been fresh off a
win against Bowdoin, one of the
NESCAC's top two teams, but
Trinity played hard for a full game
and pulled off the 2-0 upset.
Freshman goalkeeper Scott

INSIDE SPORTS
Volleyball picks up two wins against Conn.
College and Hamilton on page 22

qualify for the NESCAC tournament, they have turned around
their season and their future keeps
on looking brighter. Ahrensdorf
added, "We really have to credit
this season to our coach and to the
freshmen. Coach Pilger has done
a great job with us and our freshmen have played beyond our
expectations."
With this young nucleus of
talent still intact for the next couple of years, Trinity's soccer program seems headed in the right
direction. Having only three seniors on the team, Trinity soccer is
only going to improve and make
strides towards an eventual
NESCAC championship.

Check out next
week's game schedule
on page 22

